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WEBINAR- CAMPUS TO CORPORATE

COLLEGE LEVEL WEBINAR
Date: 05/08/2023
Name Of the Organizing Society: Excelsior-The Commerce Society
Name of the Coordinator of the Event: Mr.Ginmunlal Khongsai
Resource Person: Ms.Neeta Mathur
Total no. of Participant: 118
No. of Participants from College: 115

ABOUT THE INSTITUTION:
IBS (ICFAI Business School) is one of India's top B schools. They have been
consistently working upon providing excellent academic delivery and infrastructure to
their students.They believe that the only way a nation could make progress is by
making sure that the youth has a proper education system and is ready for the
competitive life ahead.

ABOUT THE SPEAKER:
Prof. Neeta Mathur, a 1995 batch post-graduate of IMT Ghaziabad, completed her
under-graduation at Lady Sri Ram College, Delhi University. With a major in HR, she
worked as an HR Generalist at a leading engineering consultancy in South Asia before
venturing into freelancing in HR initiatives in 2006.
As an HR specialist, Neeta has been actively involved in strategic Organizational
Development & Change Management, Performance Management, Assessment
Centres, and Management Development. She has also designed and delivered training
programs in the corporate sector to enhance individual and organizational effectiveness.
Neeta holds certifications as a POSHA educator, a Coach, and a practitioner of
Neuro-Linguistic Programming (NLP). She completed her MA in Psychology in 2015
and is currently pursuing a PhD from ICFAI University, Jaipur. Additionally, she serves
as a visiting and adjunct faculty in prestigious business schools.

ABOUT THE SEMINAR:
The webinar was set forth by a brief description of the speaker to familiarize the attendees
about the presence and profile of the esteemed speaker, Prof. Neeta Mathur. The speaker
began by posing a question in front of the attendees to engage them and to understand their



current thought process with regards to the topic and their purpose for attending the webinar.
With the engagement of participants in sight, she unfolded the motive of the webinar. The
motive of the webinar was to provide valuable insights and guidance for students on effectively
navigating the shift from the academic environment to the corporate world. The session aimed
to equip participants with the necessary skills, knowledge, and mindset to make a seamless
transition and thrive in their professional careers. Being from the field of psychology, she
explained how instantaneously the human brain forms the first impression of another person in
sight. Explaining the significance of this first impression, she delineated the prominence of
grooming well and dressing up suitably and neatly. She even introduced the concept of power
dressing to the audience, putting forth the fact that one can express confidence and power by
the way one dresses up. With this, she shared her personal insights on attires that should be
avoided at work and the impression of one’s appearance on the HR. Along With having a well
aligned appearance, one must have civility in behavior and well developed etiquettes, she
emphasized. Sharing a few references like Amy Cuddy for body language and certain editorial
pages of a newspaper for awareness, she concluded the webinar by giving advice on how one
should put his/her best foot forward in the corporate world. The webinar was followed by an
interactive question and answer session, during which participants had the chance to ask
specific questions related to their concerns about transitioning from campus to corporate life.
The presenter provided practical solutions and advice based on their experience and expertise.

POSTER OF SEMINAR

IMAGES OF EVENT



SIGNIFICANCE OF THE EVENT
The webinar proved to be an informative and engaging session for students who are ultimately
the potential workforce of the corporate world. By offering insights into corporate culture,
communication, importance of grooming oneself and power dressing, the significance and
impact of etiquettes , the prominence of first impression, adaptability, and continuous learning,
the webinar equipped participants with valuable tools to successfully transition and excel in their
professional careers. The interactive nature of the webinar facilitated meaningful discussions
and enabled attendees to apply the concepts in real-world scenarios. It succeeded in providing
attendees with a comprehensive overview of the challenges and opportunities they might
encounter during their transition to the corporate world. The practical tips, strategies, and
insights shared by the presenter will undoubtedly assist participants in navigating this critical
phase of their professional journey with confidence and success.. Overall, the session
contributed significantly to empowering the next generation of professionals in their journey from
campus to the corporate world.



LIST OF ATTENDEES





Link of feedback form-
https://forms.gle/YMp9rAbmpSttxZZV6

Link of response sheet-
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1UqFKsK98vylGRDGw3fvtlwE-Vgp9lIYj6o-809bF5fw/e
dit

Analysis of feedback:

Q-1) How would you rate the speaker?

( Attendees answered the question on a scale of 1-5, on which 1 being the lowest rating and 5
being the highest rating)

Q-2) How would you rate the session?

( Attendees answered the question on a scale of 1-5, on which 1 being the lowest rating and 5
being the highest rating)

Q-3) What was your knowledge about the topic before the session?

https://forms.gle/YMp9rAbmpSttxZZV6
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1UqFKsK98vylGRDGw3fvtlwE-Vgp9lIYj6o-809bF5fw/edit
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1UqFKsK98vylGRDGw3fvtlwE-Vgp9lIYj6o-809bF5fw/edit


( Attendees answered the question on a scale of 1-5, on which 1 being the lowest rating and 5
being the highest rating)

Q-4) What is your knowledge about the topic after the session?

( Attendees answered the question on a scale of 1-5, on which 1 being the lowest rating and 5
being the highest rating)

Team Excelsior-
President: Ishika Arora
Vice President: Prachi Yadav

Signature of the Convenor:
Mr. Ginmunlal
Teacher in Charge
Excelsior- The Commerce Society
Maitreyi College
2023-24



PREPARING FOR GD/PI AND PRESENTATION

COLLEGE LEVEL EVENT
Date: 28/08/2023
Name Of the Organizing Society: Excelsior: The Commerce Society
Name of the Coordinator of the Event: Mr.Ginmunlal Khongsai
Resource Person: Mr. Raghunandan
Total no. of Participant: 103
No. of Participants from College: 100

ABOUT THE INSTITUTION:
Founded in the year 2000 by Dr. Pramod Kumar whose transformational experience at
SIBM during 1996-2000 as Director & his vision of high quality management has
triggered the Institute to transpire itself amongst the best 2% nationally and the best two
PGDM programmes in Pune over years. As preached & promulgated by Dr. Kumar
ISB&M learning programme is driven by high quality faculty & they have been
associated with top B-Schools of India through their education and past work
experience.

ABOUT THE SPEAKER:

Mr Raghunandan leverages 26+ years of Industry and Academia experience. An
accomplished Entrepreneur in Education, Healthcare, HR, and Green Management,
he's a driving force in Indian Social Entrepreneurship. His roles span NEN, top
institutions, mentoring startups, and strategic advising. With leadership stints at
MindTree, Wipro, Trianz, he holds degrees from Mysore and Singapore Management
University. Currently pursuing a PhD, he champions grassroots entrepreneurship.

ABOUT THE SEMINAR:
The seminar was set forth by a brief description of the speaker to familiarize the attendees
about the presence and profile of the esteemed speaker, Mr Raghunandan . The seminar
provided a comprehensive exploration of key topics vital for personal and professional
development. The event commenced with a discussion on "Women Managers," where the
speaker emphasized the critical role of gender diversity in leadership positions, highlighting the
challenges women face and advocating for supportive organizational policies. The significance
of "Group Discussion Rounds in Interviews" was also underscored, showcasing how these
assessments extend beyond communication skills to evaluate teamwork, negotiation, and
effective idea presentation. Subsequently, "Employability of BCom Graduates" was explored,
offering insights into current job market trends and the skills that can enhance BCom graduates'



competitiveness. Lastly, the seminar introduced the "VUCA Rule," elucidating its relevance in
navigating the complexities of a rapidly changing business landscape. The overarching
takeaways emphasized the importance of gender diversity, effective interview strategies, skill
enhancement for graduates, and the adoption of the VUCA framework for informed
decision-making in unpredictable business environments. This seminar equipped the attendees
with invaluable knowledge for their professional journey, fostering adaptability and growth.

POSTER OF SEMINAR

IMAGES OF THE EVENT:



SIGNIFICANCE OF THE EVENT
The significance of the seminar titled "Enhancing Employability and Leadership Skills" cannot be
understated in the context of today's dynamic and competitive professional landscape. This
event served as a valuable platform .It addressed the pressing issue of gender diversity in
leadership roles, shedding light on the challenges faced by women in these positions. The
discussion on "Group Discussion Rounds in Interviews" was of great importance, as it
highlighted the evolving nature of recruitment processes. Understanding that these rounds
assess not only communication but also teamwork, negotiation, and effective idea presentation
is crucial for job seekers and employers alike.Furthermore, the seminar provided invaluable
insights into the employability of BCom graduates, offering them guidance on how to enhance
their competitiveness in the job market by acquiring relevant skills. This is particularly significant
in a world where continuous skill development is essential for career advancement.Lastly, the
introduction of the VUCA framework addressed the ever-present need for adaptability and
strategic decision-making in today's rapidly changing business environment. It equipped
attendees with a valuable tool to navigate the complexities and uncertainties of the modern
corporate world. This seminar served as a beacon of knowledge and guidance, empowering
individuals and organizations with the tools and insights needed to thrive in an increasingly
competitive and uncertain professional landscape. Its significance lies in its potential to drive
positive change, promote diversity, and enhance employability while fostering adaptability and
informed decision-making.



LIST OF ATTENDEES





Link of feedback form-
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeXVBqASWB_f2htRoStuvvK7RvLyB9eXeFc
OcVWsqRLSfrLMQ/viewform

Link of response sheet-
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1J7fuHNKMD01pEI8pCJCYrDBVLd82VtkTurPUi
Oflg5k/edit

Analysis of feedback:

Q-1) How would you rate the speaker?

( Attendees answered the question on a scale of 1-5, on which 1 being the lowest rating and 5
being the highest rating)

Q-2) How would you rate the session?

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeXVBqASWB_f2htRoStuvvK7RvLyB9eXeFcOcVWsqRLSfrLMQ/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeXVBqASWB_f2htRoStuvvK7RvLyB9eXeFcOcVWsqRLSfrLMQ/viewform
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1J7fuHNKMD01pEI8pCJCYrDBVLd82VtkTurPUiOflg5k/edit
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1J7fuHNKMD01pEI8pCJCYrDBVLd82VtkTurPUiOflg5k/edit


( Attendees answered the question on a scale of 1-5, on which 1 being the lowest rating and 5
being the highest rating)

Q-3) What was your knowledge about the topic before the session?

( Attendees answered the question on a scale of 1-5, on which 1 being the lowest rating and 5
being the highest rating)

Q-4) What is your knowledge about the topic after the session?



( Attendees answered the question on a scale of 1-5, on which 1 being the lowest rating and 5
being the highest rating)

Team Excelsior-
President: Ishika Arora
Vice President: Prachi Yadav

Signature of the Convenor:
Mr. Ginmunlal Khongsai
Teacher in Charge
Excelsior: The Commerce Society
Maitreyi College
2023-24

WEBINAR- IELTS DEMO CLASS

COLLEGE LEVEL WEBINAR
Date: 29/08/2023
Name Of the Organizing Society: Excelsior-The Commerce Society
Name of the Coordinator of the Event: Mr.Ginmunlal Khongsai
Resource Person: Mr. Dibyendu Dey
Total no. of Participants: 61
No. of Participants from college: 60

ABOUT THE INSTITUTION:
Since 2008, Aecc has been helping students across the globe realize their international
education dreams.They represent top universities and educational institutions around
the world and offer end-to-end counseling and application management services to
students seeking overseas education in the amazing destinations around the globe like
Australia, Canada,Ireland, New Zealand, UK and USA.

ABOUT THE SPEAKER:
Dibyendu Dey, is an accomplished English trainer specializing in IELTS, TOEFL, and
PTE. With over 16 years of professional experience, he has dedicated his career to
empowering individuals to excel in these renowned language proficiency exams.



Throughout his journey, he has successfully trained and guided more than 3500
candidates, helping them achieve their desired scores and pave their path to success.
In addition to one-on-one training, he has conducted numerous workshops on IELTS
and PTE, sharing valuable strategies and techniques to enhance test-takers'
performance. His passion for teaching and unwavering commitment to excellence have
earned him a reputation as a trusted mentor in the field.

ABOUT THE SEMINAR:

The webinar was set forth by a brief description of the speaker to familiarize the attendees
about the presence and profile of the esteemed speaker, Mr. Dibyendu Dey. The speaker gave
an interesting start to the event by posing a rhetorical question in the form of a sample exercise
in front of the attendees. On receiving a multitude of responses he put forward his motive of
posing the question and made the attendees understand that primarily it is very important to
perceive and interpret the question properly in order to cater responses which comprehensively
justify the answer to the statement or question. He provided the attendees an in-depth overview
of the IELTS test format , including four components: Listening, reading, writing and speaking.
Participants were briefed on the scoring system and the band scale used to evaluate language
proficiency . The speaker laid stress on explaining how the four tests should be taken and what
errors should be specifically avoided. For this, he explained, Task achievement which mainly
has three components: 1) cover the minimum word limit, 2) Points should be relevant to the
topic/question, 3) all parts of the topic should be covered. He highlighted that a test taker must
be well equipped with lexical resources i.e, he should use words appropriately, should not
repeat words, should check spelling and grammatical errors. By stating this, he elaborated, the
content written, should be checked for: GRA- Grammatical Range and accuracy. He concluded
by providing the attendees an insight on Time Management which is very crucial to be checked
for when one is appearing for the examination.

POSTER OF SEMINAR



IMAGES OF EVENT

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE EVENT

The "IELTS Demo Class" webinar served as an informative and interactive platform for
individuals aspiring to take the IELTS exam.It equipped them with essential knowledge,
strategies, and resources to better prepare for this important language proficiency test. The
event was well-received, and participants left with increased confidence in their ability to
succeed in the IELTS exam.The seminar played a crucial role in supporting candidates on their
journey toward achieving their academic and career goals.Participants gained a solid
understanding of the IELTS exam format and scoring criteria.Demonstrations of each module
provided insights into the types of questions and tasks they would encounter. Personalized
guidance during breakout sessions helped participants identify areas for improvement.Valuable
tips and strategies were shared by experienced instructors. Participants left with knowledge of



available resources for further IELTS. It provided attendees with a comprehensive
understanding of the test format, effective strategies, and the opportunity to experience a live
IELTS class.The event was successful in achieving its goal of demystifying the IELTS test and
equipping test-takers with the tools necessary for success.



LIST OF ATTENDEES



Link of feedback form-
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeXVBqASWB_f2htRoStuvvK7RvLyB9eXeFc
OcVWsqRLSfrLMQ/viewform

Link of response sheet-
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1q5aPyMQQc27Dp2OiEBBhzNxNNa_Vdc4iK0Nl
Ea0oRag/edit

Analysis of feedback:

Q-1) How would you rate the speaker?

( Attendees answered the question on a scale of 1-5, on which 1 being the lowest rating and 5
being the highest rating)

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeXVBqASWB_f2htRoStuvvK7RvLyB9eXeFcOcVWsqRLSfrLMQ/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeXVBqASWB_f2htRoStuvvK7RvLyB9eXeFcOcVWsqRLSfrLMQ/viewform
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1q5aPyMQQc27Dp2OiEBBhzNxNNa_Vdc4iK0NlEa0oRag/edit
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1q5aPyMQQc27Dp2OiEBBhzNxNNa_Vdc4iK0NlEa0oRag/edit


Q-2) How would you rate the session?

( Attendees answered the question on a scale of 1-5, on which 1 being the lowest rating and 5
being the highest rating)

Q-3) What was your knowledge about the topic before the session?

( Attendees answered the question on a scale of 1-5, on which 1 being the lowest rating and 5
being the highest rating)

Q-4) What is your knowledge about the topic after the session?



( Attendees answered the question on a scale of 1-5, on which 1 being the lowest rating and 5
being the highest rating)

Team Excelsior-
President: Ishika Arora
Vice President: Prachi Yadav

Signature of the Convenor:
Mr. Ginmunlal Khongsai
Teacher in Charge
Excelsior- The Commerce Society
Maitreyi College
2023-24

INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION REIMAGINED

COLLEGE LEVEL EVENT
Date: 3/10/2023
Name Of the Organizing Society: Excelsior: The Commerce Society
Name of the Coordinator of the Event: Mr.Ginmunlal Khongsai
Resource Person: Ms.Shruti Biswas
Total no. of Participant: 107
No. of Participants from College: 105

ABOUT THE INSTITUTION:
Since 2008, they have been helping students across the globe realize their international
education dreams.They represent top universities and educational institutions around the world
and offer end-to-end counselling and application management services to students seeking
overseas education in the amazing destinations around the globe like Australia, Canada,Ireland,
New Zealand, UK and USA.

ABOUT THE SPEAKER:
Ms. Shruti Biswas, Senior Consultant at AECC India has more than 7 years of experience in the
study abroad segment.She has serviced 1000+ students for abroad studies for both undergrad
and postgrad levels to countries like USA, Canada, UK etc. With her insight, students are able
to gather knowledge and your own path for your personal study abroad journey



ABOUT THE SEMINAR:
The seminar commenced with a warm introduction of the speaker, highlighting her expertise in
the field of international education. The speaker's qualifications and experience were outlined,
establishing their credibility as a valuable resource for the attendees.The core discussion during
the seminar revolved around the reasons why students should consider studying abroad. The
speaker emphasized the benefits of international exposure, including cultural diversity, global
perspectives, and enhanced career opportunities. The importance of gaining a broader outlook
and the development of intercultural skills were also stressed. She addressed the critical
decision of choosing a destination for higher education. Attendees were provided with guidance
on factors such as academic reputation, language proficiency, cost of living, and potential for
part-time work. The importance of aligning one's educational and career goals with the chosen
country was emphasized.The seminar touched upon the relevance of standardized tests like the
GRE for admission to foreign universities. The speaker provided insights into the GRE, its
structure, and its significance in the application process. Attendees received valuable tips on
preparing for this crucial examination.An essential aspect of the seminar was the discussion of
the varying requirements for different countries. Information about language proficiency tests,
visa procedures, and specific documentation was shared to help students navigate the
application process successfully.The seminar delved into the broadening aspects of foreign
education, emphasizing the holistic development that studying abroad can provide. Attendees
were encouraged to explore extracurricular activities, cultural immersion, and community
engagement as integral parts of their international education experience.Towards the conclusion
of the seminar, attendees were provided with practical guidance on the registration process for
international education. This included insights into application deadlines, required documents,
and the importance of early planning to ensure a smooth transition.

POSTER OF SEMINAR



IMAGES OF THE EVENT:



SIGNIFICANCE OF THE EVENT
International education often opens doors to a more diverse range of career opportunities.
Employers often view international graduates as adaptable and capable of handling challenging
situations. The seminar emphasized the career benefits of studying abroad. It served as an
informative platform for aspiring international students to gain insights into the complexities and
opportunities of studying abroad. The attendees were provided with a global perspective on
education. In an increasingly interconnected world, exposure to international education fosters a
broader outlook, cultural awareness, and the ability to work in diverse environments. This global
perspective is essential for personal growth and is highly valued by employers.It empowered
attendees with a comprehensive understanding of the benefits, challenges, and resources
available for those seeking education abroad. By covering various aspects of international
education, it ensured that participants could make informed decisions and embark on a
transformative educational journey with confidence.



LIST OF ATTENDEES









Link of feedback form-
https://forms.gle/47JZvUFQbz4VXfXx8

Link of response sheet-
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1xNyY-eoF4Mwjq6Fcs9wUAE0dJl_T-LKHe5NCqz8_uNI/ed
it

Analysis of feedback:

Q-1) How would you rate the speaker?

( Attendees answered the question on a scale of 1-5, on which 1 being the lowest rating and 5
being the highest rating)

Q-2) How would you rate the session?

( Attendees answered the question on a scale of 1-5, on which 1 being the lowest rating and 5
being the highest rating)

Q-3) What was your knowledge about the topic before the session?

https://forms.gle/47JZvUFQbz4VXfXx8
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1xNyY-eoF4Mwjq6Fcs9wUAE0dJl_T-LKHe5NCqz8_uNI/edit
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1xNyY-eoF4Mwjq6Fcs9wUAE0dJl_T-LKHe5NCqz8_uNI/edit


( Attendees answered the question on a scale of 1-5, on which 1 being the lowest rating and 5
being the highest rating)

Q-4) What is your knowledge about the topic after the session?

( Attendees answered the question on a scale of 1-5, on which 1 being the lowest rating and 5
being the highest rating)

Team Excelsior-
President: Ishika Arora
Vice President: Prachi Yadav

Signature of the Convenor:
Mr. Ginmunlal Khongsai
Teacher in Charge
Excelsior: The Commerce Society
Maitreyi College
2023-24



MARKET RAJNEETI 4.0

Inter-College Level Event
Date: 6 October 2023 – 7 October 2023
Name Of the Organizing Society: Excelsior:The Commerce Society
Name of the Coordinator of the Event: Mr. Ginmunlal Khongsai
No. of Registered Participants: 350+
Total no. of Participants on 7th October,2023 for Round 2 and 3: 83

REPORT OF THE EVENT-

“Marketing Ka Naya Avtaar,
Jitna Junoon, Utna hi raaz !
Market Rajneeti Arcade ke saath
Innovation se hogi jeet, iss game ki yahi hai reet !”

The Event was held in the college and brought in 150+ registrations. We were elated to have
Cornitos and MaySay Beauty as our Title sponsors and Flake Beverages, as our Beverage
sponsor for the event. There were a total of 3 rounds.The first round was conducted online and
the other two rounds were held offline in the college.

Round 1

“Brand aur tyohaar ke amalgamation ki hai baari,
Creativity apne full swing mein hai saari !
Agar aapki creativity mein hai dum,
To dikhaaye Round 1 mein uske anek rang ! ”

In this round, teams were allotted a unique brand and a festival. They had to market in the most
unique way possible through a video, presentation, PPT or poster. They had to present the PPT
in 5 minutes in a creative and astonishing manner. Brownie points were awarded to the team
who came up with a new product, product line, or service for their allotted brand. A total of 20
teams were selected for round 2.

Round 2

“Sapno ko haqiqat banane ka safar,
Naye apps se duniya ko dekho agar!
Conceptualize, design and pitch
Unleash your App-titude,
With a twist! “



This was the round where Creativity met technology. The mission of the participants was to
conceptualize, design and pitch an innovative mobile application that addressed a specific real-
world situation or problem from the past. All this round asked for, was a visionary designer and
storyteller. For example: What type of app could the participants launch during World War 2?
They could launch and market an app named ‘Bunkers’ which could indicate the availability of
bunkers across the state.The participants were allotted one such historical situation, after the
situation was allotted, they were asked to prepare the presentation, PPT ,video or anything
related to the app that they could develop .They had to market their app in front of the jury and
had to convince them about their app.The total time given to each team was 5 minutes. A total
of 6 teams qualified for the final round.

Round 3

“Marketing ke khel ka hai antim padaav;
Ab lagaana hai apna aakhiri daao,
Advertisement banaao, Sales badhaao;
Market ka raja bankar dikhaao! ”

The round 3 was an electrifying insight into the realm of creativity and innovation, this round
truly whisked away the participants on a unique voyage of imagination, it proved to be the
ultimate test of their creativity, imagination and quick wittedness. In this round, there were 4
pre-divided categories which were: 1) Weather, 2) Place, 3) Celebrities and 4) Memes. The
participants were asked to pick a chit from each of these categories and were asked to design a
jingle for their brand that was allocated to them in the first round. This round tested how
creatively could the participants incorporate the chits they got, in their jingle.They were given
10-15 minutes to design the jingle and a total of 1 minute to present it in front of the judges.

The top 3 winners were presented with a cash prize of Rs.10,000 and exciting hampers worth
Rs.40,000.

JUDGES OF THE EVENT-
Round 1-
Rajas Nikumbh
Anil Bhasin
Rishvi Jain
Shradha

Round 2 and 3-
Daksh Sethi
Harshit Bansal
Shruti Wadhwa
Vanshika Agg



Poster-

IMAGES OF THE EVENT-

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS :
1 ADARSH RAJ

2 RADHIKA SINGHAL

3 VAIBHAV MEHNDIRATTA

4 LAVANYA SHARMA

5 MONISHA HURIA

6 HARSHVARDHAN SINGH



1 ADARSH RAJ

2 RADHIKA SINGHAL

3 VAIBHAV MEHNDIRATTA

7 AKHIL MISHRA

8 ANGEL STANLY C

9 RISHIT MITTAL

10 SHUBHAM KALRA

11 NISHTHA VARUN

12 SHREYA SINGH

13 OM ARORA

14 RONIT NARANG

15 GARV ARORA

16 RUCHIKA BAJAJ

17 NISHITA

18 TISHITA

19 CHETANIYA TAMTA

20 GAURAV MALHOTRA

21 KHYATI SHARMA

22 AISHLISHA

23 VEDANT

24 YASH NARANG

25 ANISH PANDITA

26 AMLAN GHOSHAL

27 SUHANI BAKSHI

28 YASHWARDHAN

29 VIPASHA

30 SAKSHI MEHTA

31 ARYAN KUMAR

32. AKSHITA AGGARWAL

Team Excelsior-
President: Ishika Arora
Vice President: Prachi Yadav



Signature of the Convenor-
Mr. Ginmunlal Khongsai
Teacher in Charge
Excelsior- The Commerce Society
Maitreyi College
2023-24

THE FUTURE OF BUSINESSES: DISRUPTION
AND PREPAREDNESS

COLLEGE LEVEL EVENT
Date: 16/10/2023
Name Of the Organizing Society: Excelsior: The Commerce Society
Name of the Coordinator of the Event: Mr.Ginmunlal Khongsai
Resource Person: Mr. Nischal Mahajan
Total no. of Participant: 90
No. of Participants from College: 87

ABOUT THE INSTITUTION:
They are a leading Career and Scholarship hunt organizer,who has partnered with more than
100 TOP Indian and International Universities. They help to educate and inspire the next
generation.

ABOUT THE SPEAKER:
Mr Nischal Mahajan, is a Business Development & CorporateTraining professional and Career
coach.He brings 22+ years of rich, diverse, corporate experience across multiple industries,
environments & geographies. Across all, he has dealt with Admissions, Placement, Training and
Mentoring, Marketing and Administration.

ABOUT THE SEMINAR:
The seminar was set forth by a brief introduction of the speaker to familiarize the attendees with
the topic. The speaker began the seminar with some engaging warm-up activities designed to
foster interaction and prepare attendees for the discussions ahead. These activities created a
lively atmosphere and encouraged participation.A significant aspect of the seminar was the
exploration of the concept of success. The speaker encouraged attendees to reflect on their
personal definitions of success and how these definitions can evolve in the context of a
changing business environment.Attendees were introduced to key mantras that can help
individuals stand out and harness their uniqueness. These mantras aimed to inspire personal



growth and development, emphasizing the importance of authenticity and innovation.The
seminar addressed the rapidly evolving work environment, shedding light on the technological,
cultural, and societal shifts that are disrupting traditional business models. The seminar
introduced a business quiz as a fun and interactive way to test attendees' knowledge and
understanding of business concepts. This quiz aimed to reinforce the seminar's key takeaways
and engage participants in a friendly competition.The seminar concluded with a question and
answer round where attendees had the opportunity to ask questions and seek clarifications on
the topics discussed. This interactive session allowed for personalized guidance and further
engagement with the speaker.

POSTER OF SEMINAR

IMAGES OF THE EVENT:



SIGNIFICANCE OF THE EVENT
The seminar provided attendees with a comprehensive understanding of the challenges and
opportunities in the evolving business landscape. It encouraged self-reflection, inspired personal
growth, and offered practical tips for thriving in the ever-changing world of business. The
engaging activities and interactive elements of the seminar made it a valuable and dynamic
learning experience for all participants, leaving them better equipped to navigate the future of
businesses.Attendees gained insights into the need for adaptability and innovation in this
changing landscape.Attendees received valuable tips on personal growth and development,
including effective communication, leadership skills, and the importance of continuous learning.
These insights were designed to empower individuals to thrive in the competitive business
world.The seminar provided guidance on choosing the right business school. Attendees learned
about key considerations such as program offerings, faculty expertise, industry connections, and
the school's alignment with their career goals.The seminar was significant because it not only
addressed the challenges and opportunities in the business world but also provided attendees
with practical insights and tools to thrive in this ever-evolving environment. It empowered
individuals to make informed decisions about their educational and professional paths,
encouraging personal growth and adaptability. The seminar was not just a one-time event but a
catalyst for attendees to embark on a journey of continuous self-improvement and success in
their future business endeavors.



LIST OF ATTENDEES







Link of feedback form-
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdWQ_2boYufxAidENwf4zYQBfIIwrbMJsIyNT
8jTeIkyYAxqA/viewform?usp=sf_link

Link of response sheet-
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1zbxDcktzKBWba-Y3Ar8JNXuiGgUvFJVg-8vrOt
CFekU/edit

Analysis of feedback:

Q-1) How would you rate the speaker?

( Attendees answered the question on a scale of 1-5, on which 1 being the lowest rating and 5
being the highest rating)

Q-2) How would you rate the session?

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdWQ_2boYufxAidENwf4zYQBfIIwrbMJsIyNT8jTeIkyYAxqA/viewform?usp=sf_link
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdWQ_2boYufxAidENwf4zYQBfIIwrbMJsIyNT8jTeIkyYAxqA/viewform?usp=sf_link
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1zbxDcktzKBWba-Y3Ar8JNXuiGgUvFJVg-8vrOtCFekU/edit
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1zbxDcktzKBWba-Y3Ar8JNXuiGgUvFJVg-8vrOtCFekU/edit


( Attendees answered the question on a scale of 1-5, on which 1 being the lowest rating and 5
being the highest rating)

Q-3) What was your knowledge about the topic before the session?

( Attendees answered the question on a scale of 1-5, on which 1 being the lowest rating and 5
being the highest rating)

Q-4) What is your knowledge about the topic after the session?

( Attendees answered the question on a scale of 1-5, on which 1 being the lowest rating and 5
being the highest rating)



Team Excelsior-
President: Ishika Arora
Vice President: Prachi Yadav

Signature of the Convenor:
Mr. Ginmunlal Khongsai
Teacher in Charge
Excelsior: The Commerce Society
Maitreyi College
2023-24

HANDLING MOCK GD AND PI

COLLEGE LEVEL EVENT
Date: 30/10/2023
Name Of the Organizing Society: Excelsior: The Commerce Society
Name of the Coordinator of the Event: Mr.Ginmunlal Khongsai
Resource Person: Ms. Divya Anand
Total no. of Participant: 149
No. of Participants from College: 147

ABOUT THE INSTITUTION:
IILM is one of the best private universities in Delhi, NCR, India. It offers disciplines like
engineering, management, liberal arts. The University provides its students a robust academic
framework, technology and strong skill base to help become an educated, sensitive and
successful citizen of the 21st century.

ABOUT THE SPEAKER:
Ms. Divya Anand is a dedicated professional with a wealth of experience. She served as Deputy
Superintendent and Superintendent of Examinations at AIIS, AUUP, Noida from June 17, 2019,
to September 6, 2023.

ABOUT THE SEMINAR:
The seminar on "Handling Mock GD and PI" provided a comprehensive overview of the
challenges faced by students during group discussions and interviews. It began by addressing
common issues and underscored the significance of effective communication skills,
emphasizing the three crucial elements: Clarity, Confidence, and Communication (3 C's).



Participants gained insights into the importance of staying informed about current affairs and
were guided through the evaluation criteria in group discussions, including communication skills,
leadership, and compassion. The session delved into the importance of mock interviews in
enhancing one's CV and provided practical strategies for CV improvement through
extracurricular activities and internships. Key expectations of the corporate sector were
highlighted, along with practical interview preparation tips, covering self-introduction, strengths
and weaknesses, and understanding company goals. The seminar also addressed handling
unfamiliar GD topics and responding to common interview questions. The interactive Q&A
session ensured students received tailored guidance, making the seminar a valuable resource
for honing holistic communication and interpersonal skills essential for success in interviews and
group discussions.

POSTER OF SEMINAR

IMAGES OF THE EVENT:



SIGNIFICANCE OF THE EVENT
The seminar holds a lot of significance as it bridges the gap between theoretical
knowledge and practical application, preparing students not just academically but also
professionally. By addressing the intricacies of GDs and interviews, it empowered
individuals to showcase their skills and capabilities effectively. The holistic approach to
communication, coupled with insights into corporate expectations, made this seminar a
valuable resource for personal and career development. Overall, it served as a catalyst
for students to enter the professional arena with confidence and competence.The
practical advice on CV enhancement, understanding corporate sector expectations, and
thorough interview preparation equipped participants with valuable tools for success in
their professional journeys. Overall, the seminar played a pivotal role in empowering
students with the knowledge and skills necessary to confidently navigate the selection
processes and make a lasting impression in group discussions and interviews.



LIST OF ATTENDEES











Link of feedback form-
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeyw6S1HuLEjSqJy1u4oQq027VqIf3JhZDShz
Dbzod_vwdNSQ/viewform

Link of response sheet-
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1kGu9r1s2r9j4XXEh4d__KD2nJT_2jN7RXudNT4
yh2fI/edit

Analysis of feedback:

Q-1) How would you rate the speaker?

( Attendees answered the question on a scale of 1-5, on which 1 being the lowest rating and 5
being the highest rating)

Q-2) How would you rate the session?

( Attendees answered the question on a scale of 1-5, on which 1 being the lowest rating and 5
being the highest rating)

Q-3) What was your knowledge about the topic before the session?

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeyw6S1HuLEjSqJy1u4oQq027VqIf3JhZDShzDbzod_vwdNSQ/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeyw6S1HuLEjSqJy1u4oQq027VqIf3JhZDShzDbzod_vwdNSQ/viewform
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1kGu9r1s2r9j4XXEh4d__KD2nJT_2jN7RXudNT4yh2fI/edit
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1kGu9r1s2r9j4XXEh4d__KD2nJT_2jN7RXudNT4yh2fI/edit


( Attendees answered the question on a scale of 1-5, on which 1 being the lowest rating and 5
being the highest rating)

Q-4) What is your knowledge about the topic after the session?

( Attendees answered the question on a scale of 1-5, on which 1 being the lowest rating and 5
being the highest rating)

Team Excelsior-
President: Ishika Arora
Vice President: Prachi Yadav

Signature of the Convenor:
Mr. Ginmunlal Khongsai
Teacher in Charge
Excelsior: The Commerce Society
Maitreyi College
2023-24



DIWALI MELA

College Level Event
Date: 06-11-2023
Name Of the Organizing Society: Excelsior:The Commerce Society
Name of the Coordinator : Mr. Ginmunlal Khongsai

REPORT OF THE EVENT:

On 6 November ,2023 the Students Union of Maitreyi College organized the Diwali
Mela. Excelsior:The Commerce Society actively participated in the mela by hosting an
Open Mic event and putting up a game stall having 2 games to enthrall everyone.

The spectacular Open Mic extravaganza, unfolded a vibrant dazzle of talents that
transcended the boundaries of Delhi University colleges. The event, an open call to
creativity, witnessed a surge of registrations, creating an air of eager anticipation.
Students, like kaleidoscopic performers,mesmerized the crowd with dance, music, and
other expressive arts. Some, with lyrical finesse, unleashed inventive rap verses, while
others painted the air with the vivid hues of their poetry. It was a symphony of
self-expression, allowing each student to gracefully articulate their essence to an
enthralled audience. The event's allure was magnetic, drawing a sea of spectators who
delved into the diverse talents on display. As cheers echoed through the venue, the
Open Mic organized by Excelsior, emerged victorious, leaving an indelible mark on the
hearts of everyone present, applauded and praised in unison for its celebration of the
boundless creativity.

Apart from this, a game stall was organized wherein, there were two games namely: 1)
Meme Charades and 2) Diwali’s Hidden Wonders.

Life's comedic moments unfold in 'Meme Charades,' the game was designed to play in
pairs ready to decode the language of laughter. Players select a mysterious meme from
the 'Meme Connoisseur Box,' keeping it secret from their partner. With the chosen
meme held overhead, the second participant transformed into a meme maestro, acting
out the visual hilarity. The challenge was to decode two memes in under a minute. It's a
dynamic duo venture where humor meets charades, making it a race against time and
wit. Laughter proved to be the ultimate reward for those who successfully navigated the
memescape in this quirky and engaging game.

'Diwali’s Hidden Wonders’ was a sensory adventure where curiosity met anticipation.
Participants stood behind the table, confronted with a box harboring both Diwali and



non-Diwali surprises. Blind to the contents, they reached in, feeling the objects within
the mysterious confines. With a time limit of 1.5 minutes, the challenge was to correctly
identify six concealed items in the box. A fusion of touch and imagination, this game
turned anticipation into triumph as participants unraveled the enigma within, creating an
atmosphere of excitement and suspense during the celebration.

IMAGES OF EVENT



Team Excelsior-
President: Ishika Arora
Vice President: Prachi Yadav

Signature of the Convenor:
Mr. Ginmunlal Khongsai
Teacher in Charge
Excelsior- The Commerce Society
Maitreyi College
2023-24

STUDY ABROAD AND GLOBAL
OPPORTUNITIES

COLLEGE LEVEL EVENT
Date: 10/12/2023
Name Of the Organizing Society: Excelsior: The Commerce Society
Name of the Coordinator of the Event: Mr.Ginmunlal Khongsai
Resource Person: Ms. Mehar Wadhwa
Total no. of Participant: 254
No. of Participants from College: 250

ABOUT THE INSTITUTION:

For over 27 years, Canam Study Abroad has been a trusted name in education, earning a
reputation for excellence. With a vast representation of 1000+ academic bodies, Canam is
renowned for its outstanding visa success rates, ensuring students embark on their international
educational journeys with confidence and success.

ABOUT THE SPEAKER:

Ms. Mehar Wadhwa is the Delhi branch head and senior counselor at canam study abroad and
holds a 15+ years of experience in counseling.

ABOUT THE WEBINAR:



The webinar on "Study Abroad and Global Opportunities" offered a comprehensive exploration
of international education, comparing the education systems in India and abroad. Emphasizing
the increasing value of pursuing masters overseas, the session acquainted students with study
options in the USA, Germany, Canada, and the UK. Noteworthy achievements, including a vast
representation of 1000+ academic bodies and high visa success rates, were highlighted,
underlining the importance of global diversity in education.The discussion extended beyond
traditional academics, focusing on experiential learning with summer internship programs.
Transformative education was presented as a key theme, showcasing success stories and case
studies to inspire confidence in students pursuing international educational journeys.During the
interactive session, Canam Study Abroad representatives addressed queries, fostering active
participation. Closing remarks expressed appreciation for Canam's insightful presentation,
encouraging attendees to explore global opportunities and recognize the transformative impact
of studying abroad.The webinar concluded on a collaborative note, expressing gratitude to all
participants and speakers. Next steps and follow-up information were shared, including access
to the webinar recording and additional resources.

POSTER OF WEBINAR

IMAGES OF THE EVENT:



SIGNIFICANCE OF THE EVENT

The webinar on "Study Abroad and Global Opportunities" holds significant importance in
shaping the perspectives and aspirations of students. By comparing education systems
in India and abroad, it provided valuable insights into the evolving landscape of
international education. The emphasis on the increasing value of pursuing masters
overseas, coupled with impressive achievements and diverse study options, served as
a catalyst for students contemplating global educational journeys.The session's focus
on experiential learning, including summer internship programs, highlighted the
transformative nature of education beyond textbooks. Success stories and case studies
shared during the webinar contribute to instilling confidence in students aspiring to study
abroad. The interactive session allowed direct engagement with Study Abroad
representatives, addressing queries and providing a personalized touch to the
information shared.As a collaborative platform, the webinar encouraged attendees to
explore global opportunities, fostering a sense of community and enthusiasm for
embracing international education. This event played a crucial role in guiding and
motivating students towards a globally enriched educational experience.

LIST OF ATTENDEES

KANIKA BHALLA kanikabhalla04@gmail.com
DEVISHI SAHAI sahaidevishi5@gmail.com
RIYA MEHTA mehtariyu1234@gmail.com
VANI SHUKLA vani.shukla2410@gmail.com
DIKSHA MEHNDIRATTA mehndirattadiksha18@gmail.com
ANAGHA K peethuanagha@gmail.com
MITALI ARORA aroramitali20@gmail.com
RIYAA JAIN riyaajain01@gmail.com
DEEPALI SHARMA deepalisharma8105@gmail.com
RIYA riyaydv2000@gmail.com
KHUSHI AGARWAL khushiag8840@gmail.com
AMISHA amisha7027@gmail.com
PREETI preetiydv.2001@gmail.com
MANYA GUPTA Manyagupta1098@gmail.com
SUHANI AHUJA suhani05ahuja@gmail.com
SHRUTI SRIRAM shrutisriram2422002@gmail.com
SAEMA AZIZ saema2001@gmail.com
DIVYA YADAV divyarao3001@gmail.com
ANISHA AGARWAL anishaagarwal2720@gmail.com
SAKSHI sakshiydv1092001@gmail.com
PRIYA priyayadav6715@gmail.com
DEEPASHI cherrybhandari7777@gmail.com
DHANVI dhanvi292@gmail.com
KRATI SARDANA kratisardana@gmail.com
RIYA DHAMIJA riyadhamija123@gmail.com
VISHI CHOUDHARY vishistsh@gmail.com
PARTHI SURI parthisuri1@gmail.com



SAJEL GARG sajelgarg4@gmail.com
JAISHREE MITTAL lettertojaishreemittal@gmail.com
NANDINI ARYA nandiniarya2341@gmail.com
SAMIKSHA GOEL goelsam04@gmail.com
BHARTI GUPTA bhartigupta2888@gmail.com
GARIMA GUPTA garimagg2001@gmail.com
SIMRAN simranambawata@gmail.com
NAVVYAA SARNA sarnanavvyaa@gmail.com
CHHAVI ISHPUNYANI Chhaviishpunayni09@gmail.com
GUNJAN ARORA gunjanarora862@gmail.com
GUNSHA SADANA sadanagunsha@gmail.com
MANSI mansiahlawat01@gmail.com
ASHIKA BHATIA bhatiaashika01@gmail.com
MAMTA mamtajaglan96@gmail.com
NANDIKA MONGA nandikamonga23@gmail.com
RISHVI JAIN Rishvijain99@gmail.com
RASHIKA GAUR rashika2311@gmail.com
DALISHA AGGARWAL dalishaagarwal2001@gmail.com
SUNIDHI GUPTA sunidhi123gupta@gmail.com
SHRUTI GUPTA guptashruti1261@gmail.com
ANUSHKA SHARMA anushkaankit257@gmail.com
ANGIRA RAJ angiraraj05@gmail.com
SAVIKA KANDPAL savikakandpal91@gmail.com
RIYA AGGARWAL aggarwal77446@gmail.com
TANYA BANSAL tanyabansal1042001@gmail.com
MUSKAN MEHUL muskanmehul2000@gmail.com
GURNOOR KAUR noorjaggi14@gmail.com
AKSHDEEP DUA akshdua06@gmail.com
Vanika vanikataneja123@gmail.com
Hitanshi Narang hitanshi.narang@yahoo.com
Syed Rukhsar syedrukhsar2000@gmail.com
Arushi Bansal arushi4747@gmail.com
Diksha verma diksha13verma20@gmail.com
Amisha Gupta amisha.28sept@gmail.com
Vidhi vidhigarg1403@gmail.com
Nikita kalra nikitakalra0409@gmail.com
Simran Verma simranverma0029@gmail.com
Komal ranoliyakomal@gmail.com
Twinkle Kumari ktwinkle2000@gmail.com
Amisha Jain amishajain520@gmail.com
Paawani Gupta guptapaawni@gmail.com
Kirti verma Kirtiverma200007@gmail.com
Aayushi Agarwal Aayushi06@yahoo.com
Adviti advitim7@gmail.com
Nidhi sharma nvashisht000@gmail.com
Vidhi Dhama dhamavidhi5@gmail.com
Pratika Dahal dahalpratika@gmail.com
Divyanshi divsaini47@gmail.com
Aastha Singlaaastha566@gmail.com
Poonam Sisodia Poonamsisodia844@gmail.com
Megha bangrwarahul@gmail.com
Shivya kamboj a.bali1950@gmail.com



Ananya Goel goelananya2000@gmail.com
Harshita harshita2751@gmail.com
Geetika Garg Geetikagarg210@gmail.com
Anushika Gupta anushikagupta585@gmail.com
Palak Malik Palakmalik13525@gmail.com
Ishika Mittal ishikamittal19@gmail.com
Khyati Arora Khyatiarora16@gmail.com
Iqra iqra_11@yahoo.com
Garima Periwal periwalgarima@gmail.com
Mansi mansi16ap2000@gmail.com
Amisha kedia amishasanu@gmail.com
Resham yadav reshamyadavcsy@gmail.com
Dolly chopra dollychopra999@gmail.com
Vatsala Agnihotri Vatsalaagnihotri@gmail.com
Ria khurana Riyakhurana116@gmail.com
Yuvika Bansal yuvikabansal.01@gmail.com
Kamakshi Kamakshigahlot98@gmail.com
Ridhima jain Ridhima1799@gmail.com
muskaan gupta guptamuskaan1006@gmail.com
Saijal dhingra Saijaldhingra04@gmail.com
Palak Malik Palakmalik13525@gmail.com
Aashirya Mittal aashiryamittal0@gmail.com
Neha yadav noo76594@gmail.com
Ruhani Malik ruhani.malik1999@gmail.com
Priyal Gupta priyalroxx@gmail.com
Khyati Arora Khyatiarora16@gmail.com
Anushika Gupta Anushikagupta585@gmail.com
Deepa deepajangra999@gmail.com
Vandana Badlani vandana.badlani20@gmail.com
Sanya Jain jainsanya999@gmail.com
Muskaan chadha muskaanchadha22@gmail.com
Monika moniyadav9717@gmail.com
Anveshi Gupta Anveshigupta.07@gmail.com
Tanya khurana tanyakhurana112@gmail.com
Priya Chugh priya.chugh2308@gmail.com
Akriti Aklamba8376@gmail.com
Sunidhi Sunidhidhiryan1999@gmail.com
Priyansha Kansal priyanshakansal3@gmail.com
Jyotsna Gautam Jyotsnagautam1998@gmail.com
Nisha Dhiman nishadhiman14@gmail.com
Rupali Sharma rupalisharma1099@gmail.com
Deepanshi Arora deepanshiarora72@gmail.com
Aashna jain Aashna21@yahoo.in
Khushboo Khushboo676866@gmail.com
Himani Yadav himaniy9@gmail.com
Sakshi Gaur sakugr@gmail.com
Sanjana Bajaj sanjana270299@gmail.com
Sonali Sharma sonalisharma667@gmail.com
Prachi Chopra prachichopra05@gmail.com
Pooja Rathi poojarathi4444@gmail.com
Lavanya Sharma lavanyasharma9998@gmail.com
Harshita harshitakain1796@gmail.com



Gayatri Tomar tomargayatri2@gmail.com
Anjali lohiya lohiaanjali912@gmail.com
Riya riyasingh2809@gmail.com
Anisha Chopra chopraanisha1998@gmail.com
Khyati Singh Khyatisingh8940@gmail.com
KHUSHBOO KUKKAR kukkarkhushboo@gmail.com
Yogita Dua yogitadua.1998@gmail.com
Simran Mehta mehta.simran98@gmail.com
Annu kumari Annukumari7235@gmail.com
Ritika ritika1022.rs@gmail.com
Anisha Arora nishurokz1997@gmail.com
A Divya Manasa anumanasa02@gmail.com
palak grover palak.grover14@gmail.com
Kajal Kajalkamra18@gmail.com
megha jalota meghajalota97@gmail.com
Ashima Khattar ashimakhattar23@gmail.com
Falguni Kapur falgunik23@gmail.com
Swasti jain jain.swasti2298@gmail.com
VARNIKA GUPTA Varnikagupta17@gmail.com
Navneet Sethi navneetsethi999@gmail.com
Pratistha Negi pratisthanegi13@gmail.com
PRAGYA KAUTHS pragyakauths98@gmail.com
Rageshwari preetitawar03@gmail.com
Ditika jain jainditika@gmail.com
Aditi Singhal awesumaditisinghal@gmail.com
Niharika Gupta niharikagupta12318@gmail.com
Esha Bansal eshabansal19@gmail.com
Rakshita Chugh rakshita_98@yahoo.co.in
Kanika Sharma kanika.sharma6538@gmail.com
Anjali Singh anjalijanghala@gmail.com
Upasana Upasanaparul@gmail.com
Akanksha Rawat aknksha.rawat24@gmail.com
Divya Yadav Yadavdivya2808@gmail.com
Anjali Vats Vanjali446@gmail.com
Sharmila etherealruby@gmail.com
Kavya Dhankar dhankarkavya@gmail.com
Neha nehakataria029@gmail.com
Nisha Prajapat nishaprajapat428@gmail.com
Kirti Karwal kirtistar17@gmail.com
Muskan Arya muskaan.aryaa@gmail.com
Sunitra Manglani s.manglani1998@gmail.com
Surbhi Gupta bharat.electricals@rocketmail.com
Nitika Dass nitika.dass99@gmail.com
Priyanka pg5138966@gmail.com
Shiza Parveen shiza.parveen15@gmail.com
Tamanna chhabra Tamannachhabra1999@gmail.com
Gauri Sadana gaurisadana@gmail.com
Kanchan mittal Kanchanmittal98@gmail.com
mahima arora arora.16mahima@gmail.com
Rashmi Sharma reshu326@gmail.com
Himanshi Pahuja hemantpahuja75@gmail.com
Harshita Tiwari harshita0989@gmail.com



Muskan Gupta Muskan3011gupta@gmail.com
Gatika Gupta gatikapkw@gmai.com
Megha meghashokeen34@gmail.com
Kirtika Sardana Kirtikasardana18@gmail.com
Meenakshi Yadavmeenakshi14sep@gmail.com
Manisha manishapatlan8@gmail.com
Liza Liza892000@gmail.com
Meenakshi Yadavmeenakshi14sep@gmail.com
Srishti singh Srishtisingh909@gmail.com
Riya Chhoker singh.riya1411@gmail.com
Bhavika batra bhavikabatra99@gmail.com
Priyanka Jindal jindalpriyanka03@gmail.com
Divya Khetarpal dkdivya0007@gmail.com
Khushboo Jyadav1288@gmail.com
Smrati Solanki smratisolanki@gmail.com
Sakshi raj rajsakshi1999@gmail.com
Ashmita ratanashmit@gmail.com
Babli babli3479@gmail.com
Alima Ibrahim alimaibrahim11@gmail.com
Anju yadav anjuyadav0099@gmail.com
Laxmi Chauhan Chauhanaditi999@gmail.com
Palak Bahadur palakbd98@gmail.com
Rekha Rani Rekharao611@gmail.com
Kajal goyal kajalgoyal00001@gmail.com
Tanya Tokas Tanyatokas22@gmail.com
Kashika kashika.gupta1109@gmail.com
Neha nikhilgameboy99@gmail.com
Sabina Bano ashrafsabina13@gmail.com
Mallika Anand mallikaanand10@gmail.com
Ria Ghoshal rghoshal1999@gmail.com
Pooja Kaushikpooja705@gmail.com
Sonali Bidhuri sonalibidhuri1@gmail.com
Muskan agrawal Muskanagrawal41@gmail.com
Riya kumari riyadj02@gmail.com
Isha Sharma ishusharma090@gmail.com
Manpreet Manpreetk236@gmail.com
khushi khushijai40@gmail.com
Tanya Dhunna tanyadhunna2210@gmail.com
Deepti saini deeptisaini0507@gmail.com
Soumya Rathore soumyarathore1999@gmail.com
Sakshi Bansal sakshibansal331@gmail.com
Ayushi ayushimiglani123@yahoo.com
Ayushi ayushimiglani123@yahoo.com
Komal Komal.1998a@gmail.com
Ranju Narzary narzaryranju@gmail.com
D.S. Vapoune Vapounepoukai21315@gmail.com
Deepti saini deeptisaini0507@gmail.com
Alisha Ahuja alishaahuja1000@gmail.com
Tanya manghnani manghnanitany1998@gmail.com
Kanika Kanikakvdr13@gmail.com
Komal dagar Komaldagar1411@gmail.com
Somya Ahuja somya.ahuja71a@gmail.com



Preeti yadav 2000monayadav@gmail.com
Harshita Harshitakaur@gmail.com
Simran simrantanwar977@gmail.com
Sonali dhingra sonalidhingra404@gmail.com
Simran Agarwal simranagarwal538@gmail.com
Pooja yadav Yadav.pooja0126@gmail.com
jahanvi dhankhar Jahanvidhankhar5@gmail.com
Purva Singhal singhal_purva@yahoo.com
Shikha yadav Shikha121@ gmail.com
Anushka Kumar anushkakumar02@gmail.com
Anjali Sahu anjali37.sahu@gmail.com
Anu Rani anutarar1997@gmail.com
Jharna lakandri Lakandrij@gmail.com
Muskaan Arora Arora.muskaan1998@gmail.com
Vanshita Rastogi vanshita.rastogi17@gmail.com

Link of feedback form-
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeyw6S1HuLEjSqJy1u4oQq027VqIf3JhZDShz
Dbzod_vwdNSQ/viewform

Link of response sheet-
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1uBySoDdYKxVy95ip5USr0HO7ZVthb-YFaJKqm
nXzNxk/edit

Analysis of feedback:

Q-1) How would you rate the speaker?

( Attendees answered the question on a scale of 1-5, on which 1 being the lowest rating and 5
being the highest rating)

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdqKC10u7eDYpdMFO3FMyy_LAEdJ3I_GgLfZNYa6-S_Z2QK7g/viewform?usp=sf_link
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdqKC10u7eDYpdMFO3FMyy_LAEdJ3I_GgLfZNYa6-S_Z2QK7g/viewform?usp=sf_link
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1uBySoDdYKxVy95ip5USr0HO7ZVthb-YFaJKqmnXzNxk/edit
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1uBySoDdYKxVy95ip5USr0HO7ZVthb-YFaJKqmnXzNxk/edit


Q-2) How would you rate the session?

( Attendees answered the question on a scale of 1-5, on which 1 being the lowest rating and 5
being the highest rating)

Q-3) What was your knowledge about the topic before the session?

( Attendees answered the question on a scale of 1-5, on which 1 being the lowest rating and 5
being the highest rating)

Q-4) What is your knowledge about the topic after the session?



( Attendees answered the question on a scale of 1-5, on which 1 being the lowest rating and 5
being the highest rating)

Team Excelsior-
President: Ishika Arora
Vice President: Prachi Yadav

Signature of the Convenor:
Mr. Ginmunlal Khongsai
Teacher in Charge
Excelsior: The Commerce Society
Maitreyi College
2023-24

LEGACY INSIGHTS- EPISODE 1

COLLEGE LEVEL
DATE OF EVENT : December 10, 2023
NAME OF THE ORGANIZING SOCIETY: Excelsior: The Commerce Society of Maitreyi College
NAME OF THE COORDINATOR OF THE EVENT: Mr.Ginmunlal Khongsai
NAME OF THE ALUMNI : Rishvi Jain
NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: 150
TOPIC OF THE SESSION: Alumni Talk Series- Legacy Insights

ABOUT THE SERIES:

"The legacy is the memory of a great name and the inheritance of a great example." ~Benjamin
Disraeli. Excelsior: The Commerce Society of Maitreyi College announced the beginning of the
Commerce Department Alumni Talk Series- LEGACY INSIGHTS. This series has been started
so that the students can gain significant and ground level insights from the Alumni of our
esteemed college and department.

ABOUT THE SPEAKER:

Rishvi Jain was from the batch of 2021-22 and is a B.Com.(H) graduate. She was formerly the
Vice President of Excelsior: The Commerce Society of Maitreyi College and an exemplary
individual who has previously interned at distinguished organizations like Nykaa, Growlance,
etc. She is currently working as an Audit Assistant 2 for Deloitte US/. She was also awarded
with the prestigious All Rounder Achievers award for the batch 2021-22.



ABOUT THE SESSION:

The session commenced with an introduction of the speaker who is a distinguished professional
with a wealth of experience in both academia and the corporate world.Attendees were treated to
an engaging session filled with insightful anecdotes and practical advice on navigating college
and career paths. Rishvi shared personal stories from her tenure as Vice President of Excelsior,
highlighting the transformative impact of leadership roles in societies . She emphasized the
importance of internships and extracurricular activities in building essential skills for the
professional realm, drawing from their own experiences at Deloitte. The event provided a
platform for students to gain valuable insights into the dynamic work culture at Deloitte and learn
about the evolving landscape of the audit process in the digital age. Her words resonated
deeply with the audience, offering inspiration and guidance to aspiring professionals on
networking, continuous learning, and maintaining work-life balance. The event served as a
testament to the enduring value of alumni connections and the significance of leveraging college
experiences for future success. Overall, it was a memorable and enriching experience for all
attendees, reaffirming the importance of bridging the gap between academia and industry
through meaningful alumni engagement initiatives.
POSTER OF THE EVENT:

LINK OF LIVE SESSION:
https://www.instagram.com/reel/C0rImELRnob/?igsh=eG5oNXhxeGNsY2hm

https://www.instagram.com/reel/C0rImELRnob/?igsh=eG5oNXhxeGNsY2hm


IMAGES FROM THE SESSION:

SIGNIFICANCE:

The event served as a bridge between past, present, and future generations of students,
creating a platform for knowledge-sharing, mentorship, and inspiration that enriches the college
experience and contributes to the success of its community members.Our alumni also got the
chance to reconnect with her alma mater, share her knowledge and expertise, and give back to
the institution that played a crucial role in her personal and professional development. This
sense of connection creates a supportive network for students to tap into as they embark on
their own career journeys, offering mentorship, networking opportunities, and potential avenues
for collaboration.

Team Excelsior-
President: Ishika Arora
Vice President: Prachi Yadav

Signature of the Convenor:
Mr. Ginmunlal Khongsai
Teacher in Charge
Excelsior- The Commerce Society
Maitreyi College
2023-24



LEGACY INSIGHTS- EPISODE 2

COLLEGE LEVEL
DATE OF EVENT : December 17, 2023
NAME OF THE ORGANIZING SOCIETY: Excelsior: The Commerce Society of Maitreyi College
NAME OF THE COORDINATOR OF THE EVENT: Mr.Ginmunlal Khongsai
NAME OF THE ALUMNI : Mitali Arora
NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: 157
TOPIC OF THE SESSION: Alumni Talk Series- Legacy Insights

ABOUT THE SERIES:

"The legacy is the memory of a great name and the inheritance of a great example." ~Benjamin
Disraeli. Excelsior: The Commerce Society of Maitreyi College announced the beginning of the
Commerce Department Alumni Talk Series- LEGACY INSIGHTS. This series has been started
so that the students can gain significant and ground level insights from the Alumni of our
esteemed college and department.

ABOUT THE SPEAKER:

Mitali Arora was from the batch of 2021-22 and B.Com.(H) graduate. She is currently pursuing
her Master's from Macquarie University, Sydney, Australia. She recently interned at Groupe
Clarins alongside interning at distinguished organizations like So City, Meta Social, Growlance,
KPMG etc. She has been an epitome of hard work and has always been a true leader.

ABOUT THE SESSION:

The session began with the introduction of the alumni, who offered a deep dive into her
personal journey of pursuing further studies in Australia. Throughout the discussion, she delved
into various aspects of her experience, including the initial decision-making process, the
challenges and rewards of cultural adaptation, and the academic and social transitions
encountered along the way. Drawing from their own experiences, she shared valuable insights
on how their college background prepared them for academic life in a new country and offered
practical advice on navigating cultural differences both inside and outside the classroom.
Additionally, she shed light on the significance of networking and building connections,
highlighting the role of mentorship and professional relationships in shaping her academic and
professional trajectory. Moreover, she emphasized the importance of internships in gaining
practical experience and developing essential skills for the workforce, underscoring the value of
seizing opportunities and taking on leadership roles within student organizations. Overall, the
event provided a rich platform for current students to glean wisdom and inspiration from Mitali’s
journey, empowering them to navigate their own academic and professional paths with
confidence and resilience.



POSTER OF THE EVENT:

LINK OF LIVE SESSION:
https://www.instagram.com/reel/C09EjesxYvc/?igsh=MXY5cGEzc2VybXJpeQ==

IMAGES FROM THE SESSION:

https://www.instagram.com/reel/C09EjesxYvc/?igsh=MXY5cGEzc2VybXJpeQ==


SIGNIFICANCE:

The significance of this event lies in its ability to bridge the gap between academic theory and
real-world application through the first hand experiences of a successful alumni. By providing a
platform for her to share their journey of pursuing further studies in Australia, the event offered
current students invaluable insights, guidance, and inspiration as they navigate their own
educational and professional paths. Through discussions on cultural adaptation, networking,
leadership, and internships, the event equipped students with practical knowledge and skills
essential for success in today's dynamic and competitive landscape. Furthermore, the event
fostered a sense of community and mentorship, connecting current students with alumni who
serves as role models and source of support. Overall, the event served as a catalyst for
personal and professional growth, empowering students to make informed decisions, seize
opportunities, and chart their own paths to success.

Team Excelsior-
President: Ishika Arora
Vice President: Prachi Yadav

Signature of the Convenor:
Mr. Ginmunlal Khongsai
Teacher in Charge
Excelsior- The Commerce Society
Maitreyi College
2023-24

CAREERS IN DATA SCIENCE

COLLEGE LEVEL EVENT
Date: 10/12/2023
Name Of the Organizing Society: Excelsior: The Commerce Society
Name of the Coordinator of the Event: Mr.Ginmunlal Khongsai
Resource Person: Mr. Pawan Kumar & Ms. Antara Koul
Total no. of Participant: 124
No. of Participants from College: 120

ABOUT THE INSTITUTION:



Plaksha University is a collective philanthropic effort led by a group of 100+ business leaders
and corporates. It is envisioned as a technology university of the future, with guidance from an
esteemed Academic Advisory Board consisting of distinguished leaders from renowned
institutions.

ABOUT THE SPEAKER:

Mr.. Pawan Kumar is the Associate director, Tech Leaders Fellowship at Plaksha University and
Ms. Antara Koul is the Product Manager, Indifi. She was in the Tech Leaders Fellowship Class
of 2021.

ABOUT THE WEBINAR:

The "Careers in Data Science" webinar convened a diverse audience eager to explore the
burgeoning field of data and analytics. Attendees were treated to a comprehensive overview of
the industry's current trends, including insights into the rapid evolution of technologies such as
artificial intelligence and machine learning. Throughout the session, emphasis was placed on
the critical skills and competencies essential for success in data science, ranging from technical
proficiency in programming languages to the cultivation of soft skills like critical thinking and
effective communication. Moreover, the webinar underscored the importance of mentorship in
guiding individuals through their data science journey, offering practical advice on how to identify
and leverage mentors within the field. As the event concluded, participants departed with a
deeper understanding of the opportunities and challenges inherent in data science careers,
armed with practical insights and a newfound sense of direction in pursuing their aspirations in
this dynamic and rapidly expanding field.

POSTER OF WEBINAR



IMAGES OF THE EVENT:

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE EVENT

The significance of this webinar lies in its role as a pivotal resource for individuals
navigating the increasingly complex landscape of data and analytics. By providing
attendees with insights into the current trends shaping the industry, the webinar served
as a valuable guidepost for professionals and aspiring data scientists alike, enabling
them to stay abreast of emerging technologies and methodologies. Moreover, the
emphasis on essential skills and competencies underscored the importance of
continuous learning and development in a field characterized by rapid innovation.
Additionally, the webinar's focus on mentorship highlighted the importance of community
and collaboration in fostering individual growth and career advancement. By equipping
participants with practical knowledge and resources, the event empowered them to
make informed decisions and pursue rewarding careers in data science, ultimately
contributing to the continued advancement and evolution of the field.



LIST OF ATTENDEES

Sharmila
Kavya Dhankar
Neha
Nisha Prajapat
Kirti Karwal
Muskan Arya
Sunitra Manglani
Surbhi Gupta
Nitika Dass
Priyanka
Shiza Parveen
Tamanna chhabra
Gauri Sadana
Kanchan mittal
mahima arora
Rashmi Sharma
Himanshi Pahuja
Harshita Tiwari
Muskan Gupta
Gatika Gupta
Megha
Kirtika Sardana
Meenakshi
Manisha
Liza
Meenakshi
Srishti singh
Riya Chhoker
Bhavika batra
Priyanka Jindal
Divya Khetarpal
Khushboo
Smrati Solanki
Sakshi raj
Ashmita
Babli
Alima Ibrahim
Anju yadav
Laxmi Chauhan
Palak Bahadur
Rekha Rani
Kajal goyal
Tanya Tokas
Kashika
Neha
Sabina Bano
Mallika Anand
Ria Ghoshal
Pooja



Sonali Bidhuri
Muskan agrawal
Riya kumari
Isha Sharma
Manpreet
khushi
Tanya Dhunna
Deepti saini
Soumya Rathore
Sakshi Bansal
Ayushi
Ayushi
Komal
Ranju Narzary
D.S. Vapoune
Deepti saini
Alisha Ahuja
Tanya manghnani
Kanika
Komal dagar
Somya Ahuja
Preeti yadav
Harshita
Simran
Sonali dhingra
Simran Agarwal
Pooja yadav
jahanvi dhankhar
Purva Singhal
Shikha yadav
Anushka Kumar
Anjali Sahu
Anu Rani
Jharna lakandri
Muskaan Arora
Vanshita Rastogi

Team Excelsior-
President: Ishika Arora
Vice President: Prachi Yadav

Signature of the Convenor:
Mr. Ginmunlal Khongsai
Teacher in Charge
Excelsior: The Commerce Society
Maitreyi College
2023-24



LEGACY INSIGHTS- EPISODE 3

COLLEGE LEVEL
DATE OF EVENT : February 3, 2024
NAME OF THE ORGANIZING SOCIETY: Excelsior: The Commerce Society of Maitreyi College
NAME OF THE COORDINATOR OF THE EVENT: Mr.Ginmunlal Khongsai
NAME OF THE ALUMNI : Nandika Monga
NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: 176
TOPIC OF THE SESSION: Alumni Talk Series- Legacy Insights

ABOUT THE SERIES:

"The legacy is the memory of a great name and the inheritance of a great example." ~Benjamin
Disraeli. Excelsior: The Commerce Society of Maitreyi College announced the beginning of the
Commerce Department Alumni Talk Series- LEGACY INSIGHTS. This series has been started
so that the students can gain significant and ground level insights from the Alumni of our
esteemed college and department.

ABOUT THE SPEAKER:

Nandika Monga. She was from the batch of 2021-22 and B.Com (H) graduate. She is currently
working in Consulting at McKinsey & Company. She had previously interned at distinguished
organizations like McKinsey & Company, Marquee Equity, Bajaj Capital Ltd., etc. She is an ideal
epitome of confidence, professionalism and excellence, a natural go-getter.

ABOUT THE SESSION:

The event featured a comprehensive discussion covering various aspects of transitioning from
college to a career at McKinsey and in consulting. Key topics addressed included the
importance of specific college experiences, such as involvement in extracurricular activities like
the society involvement and leadership roles in Excelsior. The speaker also shared insights into
cracking external placement opportunities and preparing for the McKinsey interview process,
highlighting the significance of confidence and core values. Additionally, they discussed the
working culture at McKinsey, strategies for balancing personal and professional life, and specific
initiatives or projects they were involved in at the company. Attendees also inquired about the
speaker's internships at McKinsey & Company, Marquee Equity, and Bajaj Capital, and how
these experiences shaped their understanding of the corporate world. Questions regarding
networking, continuous career advancement, and strategies for effective networking were also
addressed, providing attendees with practical advice for success in consulting careers.Practical
tips were provided for aspiring consultants, including continuous learning and aligning
professional goals with project initiatives.



POSTER OF THE EVENT:

LINK OF LIVE SESSION:
https://www.instagram.com/reel/C24n_-TRGDw/?igsh=MXRqaWdkb3kxczkwZA==

IMAGES FROM THE SESSION:

https://www.instagram.com/reel/C24n_-TRGDw/?igsh=MXRqaWdkb3kxczkwZA==


SIGNIFICANCE:

This event held significant value for college students aspiring to pursue careers in consulting,
particularly at prestigious firms like McKinsey. The insights shared by Nandika provided
invaluable guidance on navigating the transition from academia to the corporate world. By
discussing her own experiences, including involvement in extracurricular activities, internships,
and leadership roles during college, the speaker offered tangible examples of how students can
strategically position themselves for success in consulting roles. Furthermore, the advice on
networking, interview preparation, work-life balance, and continuous career advancement
equipped the attendees with practical strategies to excel in their professional endeavors.
Overall, this event served as a roadmap for students seeking to enter the consulting industry,
offering them a clearer understanding of the skills, experiences, and mindset needed to thrive in
this competitive field.

Team Excelsior-
President: Ishika Arora
Vice President: Prachi Yadav

Signature of the Convenor:
Mr. Ginmunlal Khongsai
Teacher in Charge
Excelsior- The Commerce Society
Maitreyi College
2023-24

CAREER FAIR

COLLEGE LEVEL EVENT
Date: 7/02/2024
Name Of the Organizing Society: Excelsior: The Commerce Society
Name of the Coordinator of the Event: Mr.Ginmunlal Khongsai
Total no. of Participant: 300+
No. of Participants from College: 300+

ABOUT THE INSTITUTION:
Upschol is a leading Career and Scholarship hunt organizer,who has partnered with more than
100 TOP Indian and International Universities. They help to educate and inspire the next
generation.



ABOUT THE FAIR:
The career fair held at the bustling Amphitheatre area was an enlightening event that brought
together representatives from esteemed international and national universities. Students eagerly
engaged with university delegates, seeking guidance on initiating their international education
journey and navigating the intricate application process. From insightful discussions on
post-graduation course options to the demystifying guidance on the form filling procedures, the
event provided invaluable resources to empower students in their pursuit of higher education.
With comprehensive advice on cultural adaptation, financial planning, and scholarship
opportunities, attendees left the fair equipped with the knowledge and confidence to embark on
their academic aspirations on a global scale. As the event concluded, the air was filled with a
palpable sense of excitement and determination, marking the career fair as a pivotal moment in
students' academic journeys. The universities that took part in the fair were:

Victoria University

University of Tasmania

GBS Dubai & Malta

University of Oregon

University of Kent

University of Waterloo

Central Michigan University

KR Mangalam University

Kautilya School of Public Policy

FDDI

LM Thapar School of Management

Alliance University

IDP

SP Jain School of Global Management

SGT University

Amity University, Gurgaon

Shiv Nadar University

Upschol

Shoolini

Apeejay Satya

Manav Rachna

Gee bee study abroad



POSTER OF SEMINAR

IMAGES OF THE EVENT:



SIGNIFICANCE OF THE EVENT
The significance of this event lies in its role as a catalyst for students' academic and
professional growth. By bringing together representatives from international and national
universities, the career fair provided students with unparalleled access to resources and
guidance necessary for pursuing higher education opportunities globally. This event not only
facilitated the exploration of diverse academic programs and post-graduation course options but
also offered practical assistance in navigating the complex application process. Moreover, by
addressing concerns such as cultural adaptation, financial planning, and scholarship
opportunities, the fair empowered students to overcome barriers and pursue their academic
aspirations with confidence. Ultimately, the event served as a pivotal moment in students'
academic journeys, marking the beginning of a transformative experience that will shape their
future endeavors and contribute to their personal and professional development on a global
scale.

Team Excelsior-
President: Ishika Arora
Vice President: Prachi Yadav

Signature of the Convenor:
Mr. Ginmunlal Khongsai
Teacher in Charge
Excelsior: The Commerce Society
Maitreyi College
2023-24



GMAT/GRE ROADMAP TO HARVARD/MIT

COLLEGE LEVEL EVENT
Date: 12/02/2024
Name Of the Organizing Society: Excelsior: The Commerce Society
Name of the Coordinator of the Event: Mr.Ginmunlal Khongsai
Resource Person: Mr. Sandeep Gupta
Total no. of Participant: 130
No. of Participants from College: 128

ABOUT THE INSTITUTION:

Top One Percent is a renowned institute dedicated to providing comprehensive coaching and
mentorship to students aspiring to excel in standardized tests such as the GMAT, GRE, SAT,
and ACT, as well as in academic subjects like mathematics and English.

ABOUT THE SPEAKER:

Mr Sandeep, the exclusive GMAT coach guaranteeing a 99th percentile on the GMAT Focus
Edition, is a trailblazer in online GMAT preparation. His proven track record boasts thousands of
students achieving top scores and securing admissions to prestigious universities worldwide. In
2023, he proudly assisted students from 110 countries, shaping dreams of Ivy-League education
into reality.

ABOUT THE WEBINAR:

The webinar, hosted by an esteemed speaker, embarked on a journey through the corridors of
success in business leadership. Beginning with introspection on the concept of success,
attendees were challenged to contemplate their own definitions. The narrative unfolded with
illuminating profiles of five accomplished Indian entrepreneurs spanning diverse industries, all
unified by their MBA credentials from top-tier institutions—a testament to the perceived
importance of education in the realm of global leadership. Engaging the audience with
thought-provoking questions, the speaker juxtaposed everyday English with the nuanced
language of assessments like the GMAT. Compelling testimonials from successful students
underscored the transformative power of strategic education and mentorship. Culminating with
an invitation for feedback, the webinar provided a comprehensive exploration of the pathways to
success in the ever-evolving landscape of business, leaving attendees inspired and enriched
with valuable insights.



POSTER OF WEBINAR

IMAGES OF THE EVENT:



SIGNIFICANCE OF THE EVENT

This event holds significant value as it sheds light on the intricate pathways to success
in the realm of business leadership. By showcasing the profiles of five accomplished
Indian entrepreneurs and highlighting their shared educational background of obtaining
an MBA from prestigious institutions, the event underscores the perceived importance
of higher education in achieving global CEO status. Moreover, the interactive
engagement with the audience, coupled with the exploration of linguistic nuances in
assessments like the GMAT, provided valuable insights into the skills and attributes
necessary for navigating the complexities of the corporate world. The inclusion of
testimonials from successful students further reinforced the transformative impact of
strategic education and mentorship. Overall, this event served as a beacon of
inspiration and enlightenment for aspiring business leaders, offering practical wisdom
and guidance for charting their own paths to success.

LIST OF ATTENDEES

Ganya Sharma

Sneha dhingra

Shruti Singh

Maniya Pahuja

Aisha Jain

Annuradha

Chhavi Khanduja

Prisha

Sudha Rai

Janhwi Jayswal

Kritika Porwal

Mehak Gupta

tanisha pramanik

Kashvi

Khushi Arora

Nikita

Anjali sundaram

Himanshi

Jasneet kaur



Ashi Shrivastav

Varsha Soni

Yana

Sanskriti Singh

Annesha Dutta

Mitali Mudgal

Sanya gupta

Khushi Kedia

Miharika

Kalash kanojia

Bhumika Goyal

Himanshi Agarwal

Tannu

Gunjan Nagpal

Palak Srivastav

Kanak

Tanupriya

Anushka Pandey

Anjali

Monika

Kanika

Jyoti Mahato

NIKITA YADAV

Sonam

Heema

Neha

Nikita

Tanya punyani

Kesar Malhotra

Tanika

Roshani kumari

Harsimrat Kaur

Apoorva Raj

Diksha Taniya

Tashu



Harshita Mishra

Neha kumari

Jyoti

Lipika Chandra

Nishka Sachdeva

Moumita samanta

Sonali

Anugrah Yadav

Khushi Tomar

Harshita Gola

Mayuri Jain

Nainika

Avni Sharma

Khushi

Sakshi jangid

Manya Gaur

Prachi

Tanisha Chaudhary

Anshika mall

Aradhya

Preksha Sharma

sanskriti pandey

Ishita

Keemsaindi langthasa

Nikita

Yashika Dhyani

Muskaan Guota

Ishita Sahay

Akanksha Choudhary

Suhani Naruka

Nishtha Bhateja

Vidisha Jain

Harshita

Anika Garg

Monil Gupta



Stuti Mehra

Kriti

S Sameeksha

Anara Mathew

Shruti Agrawal

Jhalak

Lakshay aggarwal

Mehak

Gursirat Kaur

Sumana Kancharla

Anushka Tripathi

Shivani Singh

Saloni

Jyoti Tiwari

Aarushi Dhillon

Anubhuti Vishwakarma

Akanksha Singh

Sanya

Chanchal goma

Sonakshi gupta

Tamanna

Prisha Rawal

Sonam Kumari

Shipra Maskara

Pragati Jaiswal

Ishika Arora

Prachi Yadav

Kanishka

Ziva Malhotra

Chahat

Ananya Jain

Siddhi Jain

Eeshikaa Kapoor

Tanisha Khandelwal

Surabhi Shukla



Jhanak Vaish

Saloni

Sidhi kumari

Jyoti

Link of feedback form-
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfsMsbDeb1mA1vhU44BbAsmWt4lvsnWfrUR
AAqCt9fXKVejsg/viewform

Link of response sheet-
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1wFEdIa2Nxl8zRXhEOhsHq1NoxFIYbCc4Xahqx
5NkceU/edit

Analysis of feedback:

Q-1) How would you rate the speaker?

( Attendees answered the question on a scale of 1-5, on which 1 being the lowest rating and 5
being the highest rating)

Q-2) How would you rate the session?

( Attendees answered the question on a scale of 1-5, on which 1 being the lowest rating and 5
being the highest rating)

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfsMsbDeb1mA1vhU44BbAsmWt4lvsnWfrURAAqCt9fXKVejsg/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfsMsbDeb1mA1vhU44BbAsmWt4lvsnWfrURAAqCt9fXKVejsg/viewform
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1wFEdIa2Nxl8zRXhEOhsHq1NoxFIYbCc4Xahqx5NkceU/edit
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1wFEdIa2Nxl8zRXhEOhsHq1NoxFIYbCc4Xahqx5NkceU/edit


Q-3) What was your knowledge about the topic before the session?

( Attendees answered the question on a scale of 1-5, on which 1 being the lowest rating and 5
being the highest rating)

Q-4) What is your knowledge about the topic after the session?

( Attendees answered the question on a scale of 1-5, on which 1 being the lowest rating and 5
being the highest rating)

Team Excelsior-
President: Ishika Arora
Vice President: Prachi Yadav

Signature of the Convenor:
Mr. Ginmunlal Khongsai
Teacher in Charge
Excelsior: The Commerce Society
Maitreyi College
2023-24



OVERSEAS EDUCATION

COLLEGE LEVEL EVENT
Date: 23/02/2024
Name Of the Organizing Society: Excelsior: The Commerce Society
Name of the Coordinator of the Event: Mr.Ginmunlal Khongsai
Resource Person: Ms. Ritika Malik
Total no. of Participant: 89
No. of Participants from College: 87

ABOUT THE INSTITUTION:
SI-UK is a UK-based international education consultant organization, which works with
universities and higher education institutions and helps students with the application and
selection process at UK universities.

ABOUT THE SPEAKER:
She has completed her Bachelor's from Jesus & Mary college Delhi University.Post completing
her degree, she holds a total of six years of work experience in the overseas education industry
shaping students' career and guiding them, with a consistent record of enrolling 150 plus
students to the UK.

ABOUT THE SEMINAR:
The seminar was set forth by a brief introduction of the speaker to familiarize the attendees with
the topic. It offered a comprehensive exploration of the myriad opportunities available for
students considering higher education in the United Kingdom. Led by the expert speaker, the
session commenced with an insightful overview of the benefits associated with studying in the
UK, including global recognition, enhanced career prospects, and academic excellence.
Attendees were introduced to the diverse landscape of UK universities, ranging from modern
institutions to esteemed Russell Group establishments. Detailed discussions ensued on the
types of courses available and the various scholarships accessible to support students in their
academic pursuits. Language proficiency requirements, particularly the importance of the IELTS
exam, were underscored, alongside insights into the two major intake periods for UK
universities. Essential documents for university applications, including academic transcripts and
personal statements, were elucidated upon, with practical tips provided for crafting compelling
statements of purpose. Attendees also gained valuable insights into campus life, career
opportunities, and the supportive services offered by Study International UK (SI-UK). The
seminar concluded with an interactive Q&A session, allowing attendees to seek clarification and
guidance on navigating the intricate landscape of studying abroad. Overall, the seminar served



as an enlightening resource, empowering attendees to make informed decisions about their
academic futures in the UK.

POSTER OF SEMINAR

IMAGES OF THE EVENT:



SIGNIFICANCE OF THE EVENT
This seminar holds significant value for students and academic aspirants contemplating higher
education opportunities in the United Kingdom. By providing a comprehensive overview of the
benefits, opportunities, and practicalities associated with studying in the UK, the seminar equips
attendees with invaluable insights to make informed decisions about their academic pursuits.
Understanding the diverse types of universities, available courses, and scholarship options
empowers attendees to navigate the complex landscape of higher education with confidence.
Moreover, insights into language proficiency requirements, intake periods, and essential
application documents serve as practical guidance for prospective applicants. Additionally,
discussions on campus life, career prospects, and support services offered by SI-UK offer a
holistic understanding of the student experience in the UK. Ultimately, the seminar serves as a
beacon of knowledge, guiding attendees towards fulfilling and enriching academic pathways in
one of the world's leading education destinations.



LIST OF ATTENDEES







Link of feedback form-
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1Wt2KZTgDnAMx0rIirDqhWPO9NwxVa9S7LbHulPdwBE
g/viewform

Link of response sheet-
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1jdGS7erM4AitvePDjsRJm0mqFBb2av7evGtsG_
TrpPo/edit

Analysis of feedback:

Q-1) How would you rate the speaker?

( Attendees answered the question on a scale of 1-5, on which 1 being the lowest rating and 5
being the highest rating)

Q-2) How would you rate the session?

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1Wt2KZTgDnAMx0rIirDqhWPO9NwxVa9S7LbHulPdwBEg/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1Wt2KZTgDnAMx0rIirDqhWPO9NwxVa9S7LbHulPdwBEg/viewform
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1jdGS7erM4AitvePDjsRJm0mqFBb2av7evGtsG_TrpPo/edit
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1jdGS7erM4AitvePDjsRJm0mqFBb2av7evGtsG_TrpPo/edit


( Attendees answered the question on a scale of 1-5, on which 1 being the lowest rating and 5
being the highest rating)

Q-3) What was your knowledge about the topic before the session?

( Attendees answered the question on a scale of 1-5, on which 1 being the lowest rating and 5
being the highest rating)

Q-4) What is your knowledge about the topic after the session?



( Attendees answered the question on a scale of 1-5, on which 1 being the lowest rating and 5
being the highest rating)

Team Excelsior-
President: Ishika Arora
Vice President: Prachi Yadav

Signature of the Convenor:
Mr. Ginmunlal Khongsai
Teacher in Charge
Excelsior: The Commerce Society
Maitreyi College
2023-24

COMFESCO’24

Inter-College Level Event
Date: 12 March,2024
Name Of the Organizing Society: Excelsior:The Commerce Society of Maitreyi College
Name of the Coordinator of the Event: Mr. Ginmunlal Khongsai, Ms.Kritika Khurana

REPORT OF THE EVENT-
COMFESCO’24, the annual fest of the commerce department of Maitreyi College, garnered an
enthusiastic response from students across Delhi University, drawing participants from various
colleges. Featuring five engaging events, the occasion proved to be a resounding success, with
two entry-based events and three on-campus events. A total of 15 winners were celebrated at
the conclusion. Notably, Alo Frut Juices joined us as the esteemed Title Sponsor for this year.
Alo Frut Juices stand as a beacon of quality and taste in the beverage industry, offering a
delightful range of refreshing fruit juices crafted from premium ingredients.

Offline Events

1. Stock ‘n’ Ciao

Engaged in an immersive experience where teams navigated through a maze of challenges and
opportunities set upon tables. Participants deciphered clues and riddles, demonstrating their
agility and strategic thinking. Yet, amidst the excitement, they remained wary of the insidious
whispers of rumor echoing throughout the market, luring them with promises of riches or leading



them astray. In this high-octane pursuit against the clock, contestants rely on their stock market
expertise to outsmart the whispers of rumor and emerge triumphant.

2. Lord Of the Land

This game was an invitation to the Commerce Enthusiasts to embark on a riveting journey into
the realm of Monopoly, a captivating fusion of strategy, negotiation, and the whims of fate,
promising an immersive and fiercely competitive adventure. Here, participants don the mantle of
real estate magnates, engaging in a dynamic dance of acquisition, sales, and shrewd property
trades to construct their personal empire.There were a total of 12 cities or properties on the
board having distinct prices . Alongwith, in an attempt to have adaptations from the
aforementioned game, we had the elements of ‘Chest ’ , ‘Chance ’ , ‘Tax ’, ‘Super Tax ’ and
‘Jail’. Apart from these adaptations, to have the theme centered around academics, we also had
some check points wherein the participants had to answer two questions(academic). If they
successfully did so, they won a bonus amount, however if they failed to do so, they had to pay
a penalty amount.





3. Stellar Sabotage: The Imposter Trials

It was the time to decode, fix and deceive. This offline event had put the participants in a race
against time, tasks and imposters in our Among-Us inspired competition. Participants embarked
on an exhilarating event where the realm of space met some thrilling challenges. Participants
navigated a specially designed among-us themed environment, tasked with completing a series
of puzzling challenges. However, among the crewmates, few were the imposters whose mission
was to sabotage the completion of tasks. Since it was a non-academic event, we had
incorporated the elements like performing the hook-step challenge, complete the lyrics
challenge as our “elimination tasks”. The top 9 teams from a pool of around 22 teams were
shortlisted for the final round of the competition. The final round was a quiz based round
wherein questions related to OTT platforms were asked upon.

Entry based events

1. Sham Showdown
It was an online event wherein the participants were alloted a scam either from financial ,
political or cyber category in a jumbled way. With the help of the clues given they had to guess



the scam and make an instagram reel or a video unmasking the same. Judgment was done on
the basis of accuracy , creativity and the content. It was an academic event which tried to
increase the knowledge of the participants about the very common and famous scams of all
times like Harshad Mehta scam, Chara ghotala , Kingfisher - Vijay Malya , Ketan Parekh etc.

2. Brand Crafters
It was an online event aimed at harnessing the creativity and strategic brilliance of participants
to craft compelling marketing strategies.Participants were assigned specific brands and tasked
with crafting a marketing strategy that seamlessly integrated three additional brands of their
choice. The goal was to elevate their assigned brand's presence by creating an Instagram grid
with three captivating posts, complete with engaging captions and trending hashtags. The Brand
Crafters Challenge provided participants with a platform to showcase their marketing talents and



strategic acumen. It fostered innovation, collaboration, and critical thinking skills essential for
success in the dynamic field of brand marketing

Poster-

Team Excelsior-
President: Ishika Arora
Vice President: Prachi Yadav

Signature of the Association In Charge-
Ms.Kritika Khurana
Association In Charge
Excelsior: The Commerce Society of Maitreyi College
2023-2024

Signature of the Convenor:
Mr. Ginmunlal Khongsai
Teacher in Charge
Excelsior: The Commerce Society of Maitreyi College
2023-24



List of Participants:

Participants Courses College

Manasvi, Nikhil Khandelwal,
Ronit Narang

Integrated Program of
Management

College of Vocational Studies
(CVS), Delhi University (DU)

Anshika Bhatt BBA
Daulat Ram College (DRC),
Delhi University (DU), Delhi

PRAGYANAND YADAV, Allen
Donald Lakra B.Com.(H) Keshav Mahavidyalaya

Rishabh Lakhwani, Ojas
Gupta, Darshan Kamal
Chand B.Com.(H)

Shri Ram College of Commerce,
University of Delhi

Devansh Rastogi BMS
University of Delhi (DU), New
Delhi

Agamjot Singh, Sania
Malhotra BFIA Kirori Mal College

Aryan Sharma, Rituparna
Gupta B.Com.(H)

Kalindi College (KC), University
of Delhi (DU), Delhi

Sameer Yadav, Nilesh Tak,
Shivam Gupta B.Com.(H)

Shri Ram College of Commerce,
University of Delhi

Shreya Jain Eco Hons
Maitreyi College (MC), University
of Delhi (DU), Delhi

Harshit Jhunjhunwala,
Bhavesh Sagar, Shreya raj Eco Hons

Hansraj College,University of
Delhi

Devanshi Goel, Aryan
Spaliya, Antara Chakravarty Bachelors in Commerce

Zakir husain delhi college,
University of Delhi

Shreeya Badhwar, Anuj
Jaswal, Kartik Khattar B.Com.(P)

Zakir Husain Delhi College, Delhi
University, Delhi

Sanskriti Pandey, Sanskriti
Singh, Moumita Samanta Bcom Maitreyi college

Ashmit Anand Ba prog
School of Open Learning (SOL),
Delhi University (DU), Delhi

Aditya Tiwari B.Tech
Department of Operational
Research, University of Delhi

Simreev Kaur Uppal, Arpita
Anand, Tarushi Mittal B.Com

Sri Guru Tegh Bahadur Khalsa
College (SGTB Khalsa),



University of Delhi (DU), New
Delhi

Sahil Rajani, Goyal broker B.com hons
Ramjas College, University of
Delhi

Nakul Sharma,Devansh
Rastogi BMS

Aryabhatta College (AC), Delhi
University (DU), Delhi

Hritik Chandra Eco Hons

Shaheed Bhagat Singh College
(SBSC), University of Delhi (DU),
Delhi

Kalpana Sharma, Manya
Kumari, B.com hons

Kirori Mal College (KMC),
University of Delhi, Delhi, Shri
Ram College of Commerce
(SRCC), University of Delhi
(DU), Delhi,

Shweta Bahal, Sarah Shiraz, B.com hons

Maitreyi College (MC), University
of Delhi (DU), Delhi, Maitreyi
College (MC), University of Delhi
(DU), Delhi,

ayush khandelwal, Nitin
Rajoria, Gravit, Eco Hons

Satyawati College (SC),
University of Delhi, Satyawati
College (SC), University of Delhi,
Satyawati College,

Sanya Sarda Chemistry Hons Lady Irwin College

Manan Kochhar, Harsh
sharma, BBA

Jamia Hamdard Deemed
University (JM), New Delhi,
Jamia Hamdard Deemed
University (JM), New Delhi,

Krishna Verma, Raghav
Bansal, Aarush Singh, BBA

Jagannath International
Management School (JIMS),
Delhi, Keshav Mahavidyalaya
(KMV), University of Delhi (DU),
Delhi, Shaheed Bhagat Singh
College, New Delhi,

Shrut Jain, BCOM

Maharaja Agrasen College
(MAC), University of Delhi (DU),
Delhi,

Pranjal Aggarwal, Shobhit
Agarwala, Manthan Monga, BFIA

University of Delhi (DU), New
Delhi, Shaheed Sukhdev College
of Business Studies (SSCBS),



University of Delhi (DU), Delhi,
Shaheed Sukhdev College of
Business Studies (SSCBS),
University of Delhi (DU), Delhi,

Mukul, Kartik Madaan, Bcom hons

Satyawati College (SC),
University of Delhi, Satyawati
College (SC), University of Delhi,

Krishnakant Tiwari, Ashi
Shrivastav, Suyogya
Swaroop, BA

Motilal nehru college morning,
Motilal Nehru College (MNC),
University of Delhi (DU), Delhi,
Aryabhatta College (AC), Delhi
University (DU), Delhi,

Aditya SinghMehra, BTECH
Maharaja Agrasen Institute of
Technology (MAIT), New Delhi,.

Nafees Ali, BA hons eco

Atma Ram Sanatan Dharma
College (ARSD), University of
Delhi (DU), New Delhi,

Tanishq Sehgal, bcom
Shyam Lal College, University of
Delhi,

Kashish Talwar, Somya
Aggarwal, Nitya Madan, Bcom hons

Kamala Nehru College (KNC),
University of Delhi, Delhi,
Kamala Nehru College (KNC),
University of Delhi, Delhi,
Kamala Nehru College (KNC),
University of Delhi, Delhi,

riyansh gautam, Mass com

Delhi College of Arts &
Commerce (DCAC), University of
Delhi (DU), Delhi,

Aastha Kala, Adaa Bhadoria,
Sonakshi Gupta, Bcom hons

University of Delhi (DU), New
Delhi, University of Delhi (DU),
New Delhi, Maitreyi College,

Yashika Dhingra, Kritika
Porwal, Janhwi Jayswal, BMS

Aryabhatta College (AC), Delhi
University (DU), Delhi,
Aryabhatta College (AC), Delhi
University (DU), Delhi, Maitreyi
College (MC), University of Delhi
(DU), Delhi,

Chahat Goyal, Shlok, Tushar
Nagpal, BMS

Aryabhatta College (AC), Delhi
University (DU), Delhi,
Aryabhatta College (AC), Delhi



University (DU), Delhi,
Aryabhatta College (AC), Delhi
University (DU), Delhi,

Raghav Lakhotia, Pushan
Sethi, BBA

Jagan Institute of Management
Studies (JIMS), Rohini, New
Delhi, Satyawati College
(Evening), University of Delhi,

Mohak Dialani, Akshay
Chaudhary, BCOM

Ramanujan College, University
of Delhi, New Delhi, Ramanujan
College, University of Delhi, New
Delhi,

Sanjay Rana, Yash Karsh, Sanya
Pandey, Pol science hons Kirori Mal College, University of Delhi

Shalini kumari, Khushi Jain,
Ishika Sharma, Ba prog Maitreyi College, University of Delhi

samriddhi garg, archana kumari,
jiya pangtey, Bcom

Sri Venkatashwar College, University
of Delhi

Munmun Sadhu, Kanak, Bsc Maitreyi College, University of Delhi

Tavisha Gupta, Kartik Aggrawal,
Nikunj Aggarwal Chemistry hons

Satyawati College, University of
Delhi

Swastika, Shashikant, Samiksha, bcom program Maitreyi College, University of Delhi

Shreysi Jain, Nisha Verma, Riya, Political Science Hons
Ram Lal Anand College, University
of Delhi

Yati Malhotra Bcom program Maitreyi College, University of Delhi

Riya Singh, Sejal Rastogi, Aryan
Gupta, Journalism and Mass Com Christ deemed to be university

Lavanya Sharma, Bhavya
Mehta, Anshika Singh, B.Com.(H) Maitreyi College, University of Delhi

Isha Singh, Munu Gokia, English hons
Daulat Ram college, University of
Delhi

Shambhavi Sinha, Harshita Jain, eco hons
Kamala Nehru College, University of
Delhi

Paras Singla, Kayna Leekha,
Rahul Bhatija eco hons

Sri Guru Gobind Singh College of
Commerce

Kashish Maggo, Suhani Batra bcom
Mata Sundri College, University of
Delhi

Riya Jain, vibodh baisla, Aditya
Vashisht, bsc life sciences Shyama Prasad Mukherjee College



Sanskriti Pandey, Sonakshi
Gupta Bcom program Maitreyi College, University of Delhi

Himanshi Khosla, Tanya Keshri, Ba prog
Kamala Nehru College, University of
Delhi

Yash Sharma, Devender yadav,
Yash Ruhela, eco hons PGDAV College, University of Delhi

adaa bhadoria, Aastha Kala, Bcom hons Maitreyi College, University of Delhi

Neha, Bhavna, Aashi Saini, Bcom prog
Zakir Husain Delhi College,
University of Delhi

DEMYSTIFYING CIVIL SERVICES EXAMINATION

COLLEGE LEVEL EVENT
Date: 08/04/2024
Name Of the Organizing Society: Excelsior: The Commerce Society
Name of the Coordinator of the Event: Mr.Ginmunlal Khongsai
Resource Person: Ms. Karuna Mishra
Total no. of Participant: 90
No. of Participants from College: 87

ABOUT THE INSTITUTION:
KSG IAS is the best IAS Coaching Institute for General Studies and CSAT in India.
Offering GS under the expertise of Dr Khan & Team.They have Centres in Delhi, Jaipur,
Bhopal, Indore, Patna, Bengaluru, Hyderabad, Kolkata, Imphal, Mumbai and Srinagar.
Their courses are available in both offline and online mode. They ensure the
completeness of the preparation with Prelims, Mains and Integrated Test Series. They
also offer dedicated course for Answer Writing, NCERT as well.

ABOUT THE SPEAKER:

Ms. Karuna Mishra, an accomplished professional is currently working with KSG IAS as
geography faculty member.

ABOUT THE SEMINAR:



The seminar provided a profound insight into the intricacies of the UPSC journey, igniting the
aspirations of attendees to embark on this noble pursuit. With a captivating introduction to the
essence of civil services and the visionary attributes expected from aspirants, the speaker
seamlessly guided participants through the daunting task of starting their UPSC preparation
from scratch, accentuating the pivotal role of institutions like the Khan Study Group (KSG) in
providing comprehensive support. The discourse on the exam pattern meticulously dissected
the stages of Prelims, Mains, and Interview, illuminating the subjective nature of the process
compared to conventional university exams. Delving into the nuanced paper structure,
attendees were enlightened on the significance of each subject, from General Studies to
Optional Papers, in shaping their overall performance. As the seminar drew to a close,
attendees departed with a renewed sense of purpose, armed with the knowledge and
determination to navigate the challenges of the UPSC journey. The event not only demystified
the complexities of the Civil Services Examination but also instilled a sense of empowerment
and confidence in the hearts of aspiring civil servants.

POSTER OF SEMINAR

IMAGES OF THE EVENT:



SIGNIFICANCE OF THE EVENT
The significance of the seminar lies in its transformative potential for aspiring civil servants. By
unraveling the intricacies of the UPSC journey, the seminar served as a beacon of guidance and
inspiration, illuminating the path towards achieving one's aspirations in the esteemed field of
civil services. Through insightful discussions on the visionary attributes expected from
candidates and practical strategies for starting the UPSC preparation journey from scratch,
attendees are equipped with the knowledge and motivation necessary to embark on this noble
pursuit with confidence. Moreover, the seminar's meticulous exploration of the exam pattern,
including the subjective nature of the Mains and the comprehensive interview process, provides
invaluable clarity and preparation insights not typically found in conventional academic settings.
By delving into the nuanced paper structure and emphasizing the significance of each subject
area, from General Studies to Optional Papers, the seminar empowered participants to
approach their preparation with a comprehensive understanding of the exam's requirements.
Ultimately, the seminar's significance lies in its capacity to demystify the complexities of the Civil
Services Examination, fostering a community of informed and empowered individuals poised to
make meaningful contributions to society through public service.



LIST OF ATTENDEES







Link of feedback form-
https://forms.gle/ymxqsf9WzCrbD78k7

Link of response sheet-
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1J7fuHNKMD01pEI8pCJCYrDBVLd82VtkTurPUi
Oflg5k/edit

Analysis of feedback:

Q-1) How would you rate the speaker?

( Attendees answered the question on a scale of 1-5, on which 1 being the lowest rating and 5
being the highest rating)

https://forms.gle/ymxqsf9WzCrbD78k7
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1hGcnqwn5t7i0T7lM9xcg_qxfwyzcOfgXom9ZSvwu3FI/edit
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1hGcnqwn5t7i0T7lM9xcg_qxfwyzcOfgXom9ZSvwu3FI/edit


Q-2) How would you rate the session?

( Attendees answered the question on a scale of 1-5, on which 1 being the lowest rating and 5
being the highest rating)

Q-3) What was your knowledge about the topic before the session?

( Attendees answered the question on a scale of 1-5, on which 1 being the lowest rating and 5
being the highest rating)

Q-4) What is your knowledge about the topic after the session?

( Attendees answered the question on a scale of 1-5, on which 1 being the lowest rating and 5
being the highest rating)



Team Excelsior-
President: Ishika Arora
Vice President: Prachi Yadav

Signature of the Convenor:
Mr. Ginmunlal Khongsai
Teacher in Charge
Excelsior: The Commerce Society
Maitreyi College
2023-24

MOTHER DAIRY VISIT

COLLEGE LEVEL EVENT
Date: 08/04/2024-09/04/2024
Name Of the Organizing Society: Excelsior: The Commerce Society
Name of the Coordinator of the Event: Mr.Ginmunlal Khongsai
Total no. of Participant: 33
No. of Participants from B.Com.(H) : 25
No. of Participants from B.Com.(P) : 08

ABOUT THE INSTITUTION:
Mother Dairy, a subsidiary of the NDDB, is a leading dairy brand in India, known for its
high-quality products and sustainable practices. Established in 1974, it offers a wide
range of dairy items while prioritizing ethical sourcing, environmental sustainability, and
community welfare through its CSR initiatives.

ABOUT THE VISIT:
The students of B.Com.(H) and B.Com.(P) visited the Mother Dairy plant in Patparganj. It was
an unforgettable journey into the heart of dairy excellence. From the moment they stepped foot
into the facility, they were enveloped in an atmosphere of warmth and hospitality, greeted with
tantalizing servings of flavored milk and decadent ice cream. As they delved deeper into the
workings of the plant, guided by knowledgeable experts, they were enthralled by the intricacies
of dairy production, from the meticulous processes of pasteurization to the innovative integration
of CST technology. Each revelation was a testament to Mother Dairy's unwavering commitment
to quality, sustainability, and the well-being of its stakeholders. Amidst the hum of machinery
and the aroma of freshly processed milk, they marveled at the seamless synergy between
tradition and technology, each step of the journey a testament to the dedication and expertise of



the individuals behind India's leading dairy brand. This students’ visit left an indelible
impression, a celebration of craftsmanship, innovation, and the timeless allure of dairy
perfection.

IMAGES OF THE VISIT



SIGNIFICANCE OF THE VISIT
The significance of this students’ visit to the Mother Dairy plant in Patparganj transcends mere
observation; it was a transformative experience that deepened their understanding of the
intricate processes and profound ethos underlying dairy production. Beyond the surface, this
excursion provided a rare glimpse into the harmonious blend of tradition and innovation, where
age-old techniques coalesce with cutting-edge technology to yield products of unparalleled
quality. Moreover, their time spent at Mother Dairy served as a poignant reminder of the pivotal
role played by conscientious organizations in fostering sustainability and environmental
stewardship. Through their unwavering commitment to the well-being of milkers and the
meticulous maintenance of the plant, Mother Dairy exemplifies the noble pursuit of excellence in
both craftsmanship and corporate responsibility. This visit not only broadened their horizons but
also instilled within us a profound appreciation for the dedication, ingenuity, and ethical integrity
that define India's premier dairy brand.

LIST OF ATTENDEES

TEACHERS FROM B.Com.(H)

Shaifali ma’am

Lal sir

Reena ma’am

Jyotsna ma’am

Laxmi Ma’am

STUDENTS FROM B.Com.(H)

Babli

Ananya

Palak

Priyanka Arora

Anushka Pandey

Jhanak Vaish

Mehranshi

Anshika Singh

Bhavya Mehta

Lavanya Sharma

Ishika Arora



Anshika Agarwal

Mahika Jain

Kirti Singhal

Prachi Yadav

Anjali Chaudhary

Muskan

Harshita Babbar

Ishita Sahay

Harshita Singh

Punya Chitra

Riya Sehgal

Vanshika Bisht

Shreya Jain

Aishwarya

STUDENTS FROM B.Com.(P)

Chetna Kumari Kushwaha

Diya Verma

Ajita Jha

Draksha Tabbasum

Kritika Rathi

Ankita

Manya Jain

Janvi Raj

Team Excelsior-
President: Ishika Arora
Vice President: Prachi Yadav

Signature of the Convenor:
Mr. Ginmunlal Khongsai
Teacher in Charge
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LEGACY INSIGHTS- EPISODE 4

COLLEGE LEVEL
DATE OF EVENT : April 11, 2024
NAME OF THE ORGANIZING SOCIETY: Excelsior: The Commerce Society of Maitreyi College
NAME OF THE COORDINATOR OF THE EVENT: Mr.Ginmunlal Khongsai
NAME OF THE ALUMNI : Ms.Kriti Kumar
NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: 80-100
TOPIC OF THE SESSION: Alumni Talk Series- Legacy Insights

ABOUT THE SERIES:

"The legacy is the memory of a great name and the inheritance of a great example." ~Benjamin
Disraeli. Excelsior: The Commerce Society of Maitreyi College announced the beginning of the
Commerce Department Alumni Talk Series- LEGACY INSIGHTS. This series has been started
so that the students can gain significant and ground level insights from the Alumni of our
esteemed college and department.

ABOUT THE SPEAKER:

Kriti Kumar was from the batch of 2022-23 and B.Com (H) graduate. She is currently working in
Audit and Assurance at Deloitte USI. She had previously interned at distinguished organizations
like NTPC Limited, AIESEC, etc. She is an ideal epitome of hard work, diligence and a head
strong individual.

ABOUT THE SESSION:

In this live session, our esteemed alumna shed light on various aspects of her professional
journey. Reflecting on her college education, Kriti emphasized the invaluable role of skills
acquired during her academic years, particularly in critical thinking and problem-solving, which
have been instrumental in navigating her career at Deloitte. She highlighted the significance of
internships and extracurricular activities in honing practical skills and networking, crucial
elements in preparing for a successful career trajectory. Providing guidance to aspiring
corporate professionals, she underscored the importance of adaptability and continuous
learning in the dynamic corporate landscape. Sharing insights into the work culture at Deloitte,
Kriti described it as vibrant and collaborative, fostering growth and innovation. Recalling her
tenure as Cultural Secretary in Excelsior, she emphasized the leadership and organizational
skills honed through such roles, which are invaluable in the corporate world. Kriti also
addressed the debate surrounding the opportunities offered by Delhi University, noting its



advantages but stressing the importance of seizing opportunities regardless of the institution.
Managing work-life balance as an audit associate, Kriti acknowledged its evolution over time,
emphasizing the importance of prioritization and self-care. Regarding career trajectories, she
advocated for individual choice, weighing the benefits of pursuing a master's degree against
entering the workforce directly. Reflecting on her fondest college memory, Kriti reminisced about
the camaraderie and learning experiences that shaped her journey. At Deloitte, she finds
fulfillment in the dynamic challenges and opportunities for growth, while acknowledging the
inherent complexities and pressures of the corporate world. Looking ahead, Kriti aspires to
continue her professional development and make meaningful contributions to her field. Through
her experiences at Deloitte, she has gained invaluable insights and skills, contributing
significantly to her professional growth and development.

POSTER OF THE EVENT:

LINK OF LIVE SESSION:
https://www.instagram.com/reel/C5ysR-Eyk_z/?igsh=ZTY2amJmOTBtMGl0

IMAGES FROM THE SESSION:

https://www.instagram.com/reel/C5ysR-Eyk_z/?igsh=ZTY2amJmOTBtMGl0


SIGNIFICANCE:

The Alumni Talk live session featuring Kriti Kumar holds significant value as it offers a bridge
between academic learning and real-world application, providing invaluable insights and
guidance for current students and recent graduates. Kriti's reflections on the skills acquired
during her college education underscore the importance of a well-rounded academic
experience, emphasizing the practical relevance of critical thinking and problem-solving abilities
in professional settings. Her perspective on internships and extracurricular activities serves as a
testament to the holistic approach towards career preparation, highlighting the role of practical
experience and networking in shaping one's professional journey. Moreover, Kriti's insights into
the corporate sector offer invaluable guidance for students aspiring to enter this domain,
emphasizing the importance of adaptability, continuous learning, and seizing opportunities. Her
description of the work culture at Deloitte provides a glimpse into the realities of a leading global
firm, offering students a nuanced understanding of corporate dynamics and expectations.
Furthermore, Kriti's personal experiences, such as her tenure as Cultural Secretary in Excelsior,
offer tangible examples of the transferable skills gained through involvement in college societies
and projects, further reinforcing the significance of extracurricular engagement in career
preparation. The session also addresses broader questions surrounding career trajectories,
work-life balance, and professional growth, offering students practical advice and insights to
navigate their own journeys effectively. By sharing her aspirations and challenges, Kriti inspires
students to strive for personal and professional fulfillment while acknowledging the realities of
the corporate world. Overall, the session serves as a beacon of guidance and inspiration,
empowering students to make informed decisions, cultivate essential skills, and embark on
meaningful career paths with confidence and clarity.

Team Excelsior-
President: Ishika Arora
Vice President: Prachi Yadav

Signature of the Convenor:
Mr. Ginmunlal Khongsai
Teacher in Charge
Excelsior- The Commerce Society
Maitreyi College
2023-24




